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Summary
Given the limited carrying capacity of our planet, the transition towards a resource efficient economy
is inevitable. Existing industrial systems, which are based on continuous growth through increased
volume sales and throughput of resources, are unsustainable. Meeting rising demand by transforming
waste into valuable resources, and thereby reducing the throughput of resources, is the cornerstone
of the circular economy. Circular business models, where OEMs recirculate products over multiple
lifespans, require products that are designed in a different way. One particular problem of extended
product use via multiple lifecycles is the risk of product obsolescence. Designers must create products
that can adapt to unforeseeable futures, where changes to consumer needs, policies and technologies
cannot be predicted. This study takes a multi-level perspective on the internal and external factors that
affects long lasting and multiple lifecycle products within a circular business model, and explores
potential design strategies for future-adaptable products.
A future adaptable vehicle is a durable vehicle that is easy to maintain and repair and where
components can be replaced and upgraded to improve energy efficiency and performance when new
technologies become available. Future adaptable products make it possible to use products and
components over a longer period, and thus reduce waste, and benefit from technological innovation
by upgrading components that improve environmental performance. Additional measures to keep
products relevant and able to satisfy the changing needs of customers are also part of the adaptable
design thinking, and counteract the trend of discarding products before their technical end-of-life. A
visionary example of a future-adaptable car is given in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A tentative future scenario for a car designed for adaptability. The main idea is that the car improves over time by
becoming lighter, with more range, updated exterior, interior components, and intelligence etc. The illustration describes the
product history where the same car is continuously adapted by reusing, upgrading and remanufacturing value components
such that they are “relevant” to the user, customer and a service provider. The same car could be owned and used by one
owner over the whole lifecycle, or it could be owned by a service provider and used in a car pool.

The research in this study explores what types of obsolescence are currently limiting the lifespans of
four products: construction machinery, passenger cars, vehicle interior, and heavy-duty vehicles.
Through interviews and workshops with participating companies the sources of product obsolescence
are identified and potential opportunities and barriers for long-lasting adaptable products are
analysed.
The study shows that there are various opportunities to design vehicles that will be used over a longer
period. In combination with the possibility to upgrade components that affect vehicles’ energy
efficiency, there are reasons to believe that the energy efficiency of passenger cars can be improved
by 50% (based on product life extension, improved fuel technology, and better power-to-weight ratio
upgrades) and by 30% for heavy-duty vehicles (assuming hybrid engines, better usage, and engine
upgrades with improved energy efficiency).
Despite this positive outlook, many barriers remain, including a better alignment between design and
business development, legislation, standards and certification, and consumer acceptance. Designing
for adaptivity will challenge most of business models common today and will need a more holistic
approach to look ahead for an unknown future. It requires practical applicable methods and tools to
design for longer and more flexible product life. We have identified a large industrial interest for the
4

project and future research questions via interviews and workshops with the participating companies
as well as from other stakeholders.
We see that the drivers for making products obsolete can be used the other way around as building
blocks for adaptability and we show some promising examples of actors that today apply a variety
these building blocks. We also present some forerunning companies that are determent to implement
circular business models. However, it will be a big step to make complex vehicle products like cars and
construction equipments with more than 10 000 components future adaptable.
The research questions specified for future research have a wide range of touchpoints with current
industry needs, related to several global trends and strategies to reduce climate change impacts and
improve air quality. Future research questions include:
●
●
●

●

●

How can business and design logics in the automotive industry be aligned to build knowledge
and skills about long-term thinking in the early stages of development?
Which tools are suitable for designing vehicles that can better resist aesthetic, social,
functional, technological and economic changes?
How can customer acceptance of future adaptable products be verified in the early stages of
concept development? For example, what are central criteria for customers and users to keep
using or owning future adaptable vehicles over time?
How can energy efficiency and sustainability impacts be analysed from an extended vehicle
service lifespan over several usage cycles? Or for vehicles’ different subsystems and
components?
What are successful examples where long product use and radical energy efficiency have been
proven?
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Chapter 1: Introduction and pre-study hypothesis
This section explains the background and purpose of the pre-study. After a brief introduction in the
research area, the research questions and hypothesis are outlined. The applied research methods are
explained thereafter, followed by the definitions used in this document.

1.1.

Product lifespan as strategic business choice

In a business environment where continuous sales, new products, and short life are rewarded and
integrated into the business models of companies, design and marketing play a central role as the
engine of continuous product innovation. A tool as planned obsolescence allows space for constantly
new products on the market (Slade, 2006). Products are produced with uneconomically short lives to
increase the consumption rate of customers (Bulow, 1986). Planned obsolescence can be realized via
several obsolescence dimensions. For example, aesthetic obsolescence can be fastened by introducing
new styles making the older product look outdated and old-fashioned. The producers of clothes excel
this strategy, making clothes synonymous with fashion and we now refer to it as the fashion industry
rather than “clothing industry”. Another form of planned obsolescence is technical, when the lifespan
of a product is shortened on purpose, for example light bulbs (Avinger, 1981), although the empirical
evidence of on purpose shortened lifespans remains limited. The main reason for built-in obsolescence
was to increase consumption, a strategy practiced by the fashion industry since the 18th century, but
really developed for capital goods during the great depression (see for example Waldman, 1993;
Packard, 1960; London, 1932). The fashion system, to launch new collections for every new season,
was adapted by the car industry in the 1920s and became an important strategy for many other
consumer goods that are making up consumers’ lifestyle and identity.
The causes of the logic of a planned obsolescence, but also the possibility of change towards longer
product lifetime, can be found in corporate management and decision making. Very simply, a
manufacturing company's development system is illustrated as two interlocking logics; Business and
Design Logic. The business logic sets the rules for how value is created, distributed and captured. That
is the business model of the financial framework for product development and production costs and
the final price and payment model for the product. It also includes how often the product should be
updated, how many different model variations there will be, etc.
Design logic controls the product's technical structure, functionality and aesthetics. The design and
development process determines, consciously or unconsciously, the life of the product by the choice
of technology, materials, dimensions and opportunities to maintain, repair, upgrade, or refurbish the
product. The choice of design, colour scheme and materials based on fashion trends also largely affects
the life of the product.
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Figure 2: Visual description of the interaction between business and design logic in the process of creating products.

When business and design logics interact successfully it is more likely that profitable business models
are created. An example that illustrates both the importance of the interaction between design logic
and business logic and market effects is watchmaker Swatch in the 1980s. The Swiss watch industry,
characterized by premium products with long lifespans, faced in the 1970s severe declines due to
tough competition from cheap Asian watches. Swatch models combined a technologically advanced
product that was easy to mass-produce with a generic design that could be varied endlessly through
new designs. Aggressive lifestyle marketing made this model a success story.
Even with a linear business logic there is a need for customized products, but then to fit with an
efficient industrial production and diverse individual preferences. The need for individual fitting
products is increasing (Lehtonen et al., 2003). The products' ability to be adaptable to the customers’
unique and evolving requirements offers a key factor for competitiveness. These products can be
defined as flexible as they can accommodate many functions in one product. Manufacturing industry
can offer flexible products with the help of platform design, modularization and product families with
shared components. However, the drivers of flexible products are mainly to reduce development and
production costs and not to prolong the life of already produced products (Kasarda et al. 2007).
With the exception of some markets and product groups, there is currently no indication of prolonged
expected lifespan on consumer products. However, under a French law, manufacturers must declare
how long spare parts will be available (GOUV, 2014) in an attempt to reduce planned obsolescence
and increase durability of products. In Sweden there is an extended consumer warranty up to 3 years,
but after 1 year consumers must prove that there was a manufacturing defect. The EU is currently
exploring the possibility to include durability as one of the indicators in the ecolabels (EC, 2015).
Perhaps due to the absence of legislation on lifespans, the principles of planned aging are established
in the manufacturing industry. An often-used example is the so-called “Phoebus cartel” (bulb cartel)
where some bulb producers agreed upon a limited life of the products. The result is a short life where
10

spare parts and high costs imposed on repair reduce consumers’ willingness and practical capacity to
repair.
With increasing demands for sustainable products, the need to move away from this short and rapid
lifespan attitude and production and find ways of using our resources in a sustainable way is now
widely discussed. Circular economy and related circular business models are often billed as solution to
decouple economic growth from environmental degradation (Stahel, 2013). Instead of having a linear
business model which is also called the make-use-dispose economy, there is a need for a circular
business model, where products can be repaired, redesigned, reused, etc. Products need however to
be adapted to this way of using products, which is new to both designers and producers. There is a
clear lack of research on adaptable products and how they can help in the transition towards circular
business models.

1.2.

The pre-study project objectives and research questions

The objective of this pre-study is to explore how future adaptable design can enable circular business
models in the vehicle sector. As discussed in the application for this pre-study, the hypothesis is that
future-adaptable products can keep vehicles attractive over a longer period of time, and thereby
reduce the business risks of OEMs in a circular business model where companies retain the ownership
over their products during the usage phase. The pre-study answers the following research questions:
●
●
●
●
●

1.3.

What factors drive obsolescence of products in the linear and circular business model
respectively?
How will adaptable design and associated design strategies impact the business risks in a
circular economy?
What are best practices of adaptable design that lower the business risks?
What are the key conditions of future-adaptable products?
How will future-adaptable products in a circular business model lower the impact on the
environment in the vehicle industry?

Research methodology

This pre-study follows an inductive approach to develop the basis for further research. The knowledge
and future research streams identified and developed in this pre-study is built upon a literature review,
interviews and focus groups with OEMs, best practice case studies, and discussions with experts on
the subject. Each of these research methods is explained in this section. The exploratory research in
this pre-study is the basis of a larger study on the quest towards sustainable and circular business
models in the vehicle sector enabled by future-adaptable design.
1.3.1. Literature review
Due to the broad range of aspects influencing the design and business aspects of adaptable products,
and the interdisciplinary nature of the field, literature from different academic disciplines, including
design, operation research, environmental economics, industrial ecology, management etc., are
identified in this research. A structured literature review is applied focusing on themes identified as
relevant to the issue of future adaptable products within a circular economy.
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In the first stage, papers that refer to ‘adaptable design’, ‘adaptive design’, ‘adaptable products’,
‘adaptive products’, or ‘design for adaptivity’ were collected. Based on the learnings from the initial
literature review, design concepts closely related to adaptable products were identified and utilised as
input for a second iteration of literature collection. Adaptable products and adaptable design build on
existing design methods including modular design, platform design, and mass customization (Li et al.,
2008). It further includes aspects of durability and upgradeability (Uckun et al., 2014; Willems et al.,
2003), design approaches for longevity by products attachments (Hekkert, 2008), and strategies to
control product wear and history for preventive maintenance (Cullinen, 2013). Each of these design
strategies were further explored in the second stage of the literature review and is described in chapter
3. In the third stage, two design methods that are relevant to designing adaptable products were
reviewed. In the following main study, a more detailed analysis of design methods will be carried out.
In addition to the literature review on design related aspects of adaptable design and closely related
concepts, a separate literature review on obsolescence within a circular economy was conducted. In
the first phase, articles that refer to obsolescence and circular economy or circular business models
were searched. A more detailed review on papers that refer to one of the five obsolescence reasons
followed. In the last stage, papers that studied the effect of one of the identified design strategies on
the environmental effects within a circular business model were selected.
1.3.2. Interviews and workshops with participating companies
In-depth interviews with several participants of each OEM have been conducted to understand their
current business, product, and environment. A semi-structured interview guide (see appendix A) was
applied. Participants of the interviews had different backgrounds and included at least one person
responsible for design, one for business strategy, and one for marketing or customer relationships. The
same set of questions were asked to all persons, regardless of their background, to understand the
relationship between design and business. The view of the designer on business strategies or the view
of the manager on product design shed additional light on potential improvements and limitations for
future developments towards circular economy and/or adaptable products.
After the one-on-one interviews, a workshop was arranged with the participants from different
backgrounds. A scenario depicting a circular business model and future-adaptable products was
described. A discussion followed highlighting opportunities and barriers towards such scenario as well
as the necessary interaction between product design and business.
The findings are described and shared with the OEMs and funders. For confidentiality reasons, this
public report provides only a summary of the learnings in chapter 4.
1.3.3. Best practices adaptable design
Adaptable products can be a combination of physical products and / or components and can be
supplemented with services. Four levels of adaptable products that are relevant for the vehicle
industry have been identified:
1. Adaptable infrastructure: supportive infrastructure that can provide different types of fuels
and energy and that can be adapted to changing needs of volumes and sizes.
2. Adaptable fleet: flexible fleet of vehicles that can fulfil the changing requirements of mobility.
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3. Adaptable products: end-customer products that are adaptable to the changing requirements
of the users.
4. Adaptable components: a part of the product that is used by the end-consumer as part of a
larger product. A component itself can be adaptable. For example, an electronic controller in
a vehicle that is possible to upgrade with more processing capacity or software.

In the initial phase, examples from the four levels of adaptability were chosen. However, due to the
further research focus on product level, we mainly discuss best practices on product level (i.e.
adaptable products). The selection process is based on the different dimensions of product
obsolescence (see chapter 2). These dimensions can be enablers for adaptability. Adaptable products
might counteract various reasons for obsolescence. Depending on the product, some dimensions of
obsolescence will be more prevalent than others. In addition, the chosen design method to respond
to each particular obsolescence dimension might differ and it will be useful to study each of these in
detail.
We have limited the examples to physical products. While the offer may include services, and very
often services are a central part of adaptability, the best practice selected include physical products
that are adaptable to future needs. We have further limited the selected examples to adaptability
during product usage of a particular product (see section 2.1.3 ‘What is adaptable design’). Design
adaptability is not the focus of this research.
The best practices are described in chapter 5 with a focus on the learnings on how they addressed
obsolescence with the help of future adaptable products.

1.4.

Definitions used in the document

Adaptable product

“one that can be changed-adapted, such as reconfigures and
upgraded, during a product operation stage to satisfy different
requirements of customers” (Zhang et al., 2015).

Circular business model

“a business model in which the conceptual logic for value creation is
based on utilizing economic value retained in products after use in the
production of new offerings” (Linder and Williander, 2015).

Circularity at product level

“the fraction of a product that comes from used products” (Linder et
al., forthcoming).

Durability

“the ability of a product to maintain its required performance over a
given or long time, under the influence of foreseeable actions” (EC,
2004).

General adaptable product

A product designed for adaptability for unforeseen future
requirements (see also specific adaptable product).

Lifespan

“the period of time during which a machine, product, etc. may be
expected to function under normal condition” (Collins dictionary).
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Obsolescence

“a measure of a product’s loss in value resulting from a reduction in
the utility of the product relative to consumer expectations” (Rai and
Terpenny, 2008).

Product lifetime

“the duration of the life of a product starting from acquisition (new
or second hand) and ending at the moment of replacement” (van Nes
and Cramer, 2006).

Remanufacturing

“return a used product to at least its original performance with a
warranty that is equivalent or better than that of the newly
manufactured product” (British Standard, 2009).

Specific adaptable product

“The ability of a product or its design to be adapted for potential
applications that can be foreseen at the time the product is initially
designed” (Gu and Hashemian, 2004)
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Chapter 2: State of the art literature review
The first part of the literature review introduces the reader to adaptable product design and
sustainable circular business models. Concepts used in the pre-study research are explained. The
second part of chapter 2 (section 2.2) includes the results from the extended literature review
regarding products lifespan and reasons of obsolescence. The third section explores the relation
between time (e.g. planning horizon) and product design. The fourth section discusses the effect of
obsolescence on the environmental impact. The chapter concludes with a section to summarise the
findings.

2.1.

Background literature: introducing the concepts

2.1.1. The customer and consumer perspectives
In the discussion of sustainability and how to change economic systems the so-called consumer
society, with its massive volumes of consumption and complex networks of different actors, is often
discussed as the main problem. The consumer society is a result of the industrial revolution and several
technical innovations that made it possible. Laws and trade agreements have some regulatory effect
but the consumers’ attitude and behaviour makes the equation real complex.
In this study, we talk both about consumers and customers. However, we need to differentiate
between consumers and customers although these terms are often used interchangeably. One could
say that a customer buys and pays for the goods, but may not necessarily be the one who uses the
product, for instance parents buying goods for its children. A consumer is an end user on a consumer
market, can buy and pay for the product and is also the user.
The emergence of the consumer society
A major shift in the industrialised part of the world could be seen in the US after World War 2. Industrial
production between 1942 -1945 had showed that a rapidly scale of production was possible if the
threat was big enough1. After the war, more than 70 per cent of US industry was occupied with weapon
production and started to shift back to civil production. This has been claimed to be the starting point
of the shift from the “production” society to the “consumer” society (Saffo, 2015). However, it was
rather a new round of what we could refer to as consumer society. The consumer society started
already in the latter half of the 19th century when the first large department stores were built in cities
like Paris (Bon Marché and La Fayette), London (Selfridges), New York (Macy’s) and Chicago (Marshall
Field). Department stores, with its large display windows and large-scale deals more or less “seduced”
consumers to purchase things at lower prices compared to what the small family stores could offer2.
The challenge that these department stores took on was ”not to make things but to appeal to peoples
desires”. “If commodities had first promised to fulfil human desires, now they created them: dreams
themselves became commodities.” (Nelson, 1995). The development of department stores was
parallel in the US and Europe. It was however in the US where the discount stores emerged, with John
Wanamaker’s and Woolworth as some of the forerunners (Ruppel Shell, 2009). A major enabler for
increasing private consumption was a combination of the credit card, raising welfare, the large-scale
1

see http://longnow.org/seminars/02015/mar/31/creator-economy/
This development is well described in the novel ”The Ladies’ Paradise” by Emile Zola, 1883. The novel is about the development of a large
department store in Paris in the 1880s with Bon Marché as the role model. It well demonstrates how the consumer society and the ideas of
marketing emerges during this period, for instance marketing campaigns, return polices, credits, etc.
2
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production and distribution with lower prices and discount strategies. This started end of the 19th
century and took off after the World War 2.
A further trigger for expanding consumption were outsourcing of production to low cost countries in
Asia in the 1970s, and now Africa, that pushed real prices further down. After the millennium, the
number of discount stores is larger than ever (Ruppel Shell, 2009). On-line shopping, where discounts
and low prices are some of the arguments, further supports this trend. Desires for certain objects, low
prices and convenience are some of the most powerful driving forces of the consumption in the
consumer society.
Another driver for consumer behaviour is related to fashion and lifestyle, which is also affecting capital
goods companies like Volvo Cars and their logic of annual car models. Consumers are willing to pay a
high price for products that are considered to give high status. Here the branding strategies of
companies plays a major role and will be discussed briefly below. The so-called luxury market of fashion
and capital goods has grown extensively supported by the development of the Asian markets (D’Arpizio
et al, 2015). The total luxury industry surpassed $1 trillion in retail sales in 20153.
The consumer society with its ever-increasing volumes of goods is one of the most important issues
when discussing sustainability and circular economy. With the assumption that low prices lead to high
productivity and increased gross national products it is not only difficult to change the basic philosophy
of consumer society but also to change the triggers for consumer behaviour. Information and
knowledge about problems related to production and consumption have enlightened consumers and
to some extent changed consumers’ attitude. But the belief that a single consumer cannot affect and
change conditions for production and consumption strengthen a disbelief in “consumer powers” and
prevents consumers from changing its behaviour.
Even if consumers do recognize the need to change how we buy and consume it does not have a direct
influence on actual behaviour. The argument is therefore that companies have the responsibility to
change their business model into a sustainable one. What is on the shelf for purchase should be
produced in a responsible and sustainable way. However, the transparency and the power of the
Internet have made many consumers aware that they indeed have a power to affect also large
corporations (Svengren Holm, 2014).
Consumers’ behaviour and attitudes, needs, wants and desires
There are large numbers of studies related to consumer attitudes, behaviour, and its relation as well
as its triggers. We will focus on the research that is of interest to design for adaptability and circular
business models as well as the case study companies, which are both on a B2B and a consumer market.
On a B2B market there is a distinct differentiation between customers and users; the customer is rarely
the user. Research about consumer behaviour on a consumer market has been going on for decades
and is extensive. Research on customer behaviour on a B2B market is also referred to as organizational
buying (Kotler and Lane Keller, 2006) and is related to purchasing. It is expected that the customer, or
3

The research and consultancy company specialized in luxury markets, Bain & Co, investigates regularly
the development of the luxury market, which to 80% consists of luxury cars, luxury hospitality and
personal luxury goods.
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the purchaser, on the B2B market is more rational and informed compared to the customer or
consumer on a consumer market. The customer on a B2B market also has to follow the organization’s
purchasing policies, constraints and requirements. It is a fairly organized process and is expected to be
economically driven. But the “economic man” does not exist which already Herbert Simon showed in
the 1940s in his book Administrative Behaviour in 1947, meaning that the economic man is limited to
what information a person reasonably can have access to and base decisions on. The “Economic Man”
became the “Administrative Man”. However, how rational are we also in a professional situation?
Recent research on how our brain works when making decision shows that all human beings react
emotionally and intuitively in the first place and then we rationalize our decision to avoid what Leon
Festinger refers to as cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957). The disbelief in “consumer power” is an
example of this: “it doesn’t matter what I do, it won’t change anything in the fundamental structure of
the industry, so I can continue to behave as I have done so far even if I think sustainability is a problem”.
The cognitive dissonance means that we are trying to achieve internal consistency; if we behave in a
way that contradicts our beliefs and values we are seeking information that justifies the behaviour, or
information that will change our beliefs and values. This is why information and knowledge is
important but may not lead to actual a change in behaviour. To achieve a change in behaviour to a
more sustainable one, the infrastructure and business models needs support convenience. This affects
for instance Ragn-Sells and the recycling industry. The recent development of recycling stations in
Sweden making them easy accessible and with service to help people sort its goods, is a case in point.
This is a result of collaboration with a focus on textiles and fashion among second-hand companies,
like Myrorna and Red Cross, transport companies, like e.g Ragn-Sells, energy companies, municipals
and researchers in a project at University of Borås in 2011-2014 (Ekström et al., 2012). The result of
this project showed that to make possibilities for return and recycling it has to be convenient and well
known to people. How this collaboration and how the recycling station is designed, communicated and
organized are hence important aspects for people to actually use the recycling stations.
Textiles and clothing are some of the largest areas globally that have negative effects on the climate
and bad conditions for people working in the manufacturing countries. Sustainability within the field
of fashion has therefore faced a growing interest. Consumer behaviour studies have focused on how
consumers’ attitude towards sustainability has affected the actual behaviour (Svengren Holm and
Holm, 2010; Ekström et al., 2012; Niinimäkki, 2013). Several of these studies investigating attitudes of
consumers regarding their view upon sustainability is showing a more positive attitude then what is
realized in actual behaviour. Consumers appreciate a good design to low prices and a great variety
(Svengren Holm and Holm, 2010). Second-hand has a bad connotation in several countries, which
affects the possibility to develop circular business models. Several recent research projects however,
investigates if it is possible to change this attitude and see whether people can learn to see old clothes
as a resource for renewal and re-design (Ericsson, 2014). One approach is to actually involve people in
re-design activities and let people experience re-design and see old garments as a resource and not a
waste – or out-dated fashion. This has been achieved in several projects that are carried out in Europe
as well as in Africa and Asia (Ericsson, 2014). In this sense, also fast consumer goods like fast fashion
can achieve a new cycle and a prolonged life. Garments not suitable for this cycle go into a process of
deconstruction to be material for filling other products, or are burnt for energy. Material research is
aiming at increasing the quality of fibres so that they can go into a new cycle of textile production.
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Product history and brand values (Meta values)
Some products will have higher brand values than others due to either specific market values or history
(Bailey and Wenzek, 2005). In the vehicle area, this is often associated with luxury or sport products
that are important for building brand values. If these products also have a special history or have been
driven by famous persons, the value will be even higher (Figure 3).

A BMW 507 from 1957 once owned
by Elvis Presley has recently been
bought by BMW and refurbished to
its original specifications.

The history often involves an overview of
where the car has been in bad condition. In
this case the changed colour from white to
red was an important part in the story.

In this case, it contributes to strengthen
BMWs brand as a classic sport car
manufacturer.

Figure 3: brand value of Elvis Presley’s car (BMW, 2016).

Companies that focus on building brands has driven both design and business logic. Companies
successful in building high brand equity have many advantages in the eyes of the customers, ranging
from trust to higher value for money (Aaker, 1996). The business and design logic from a brand
perspective is hence that the product design communicates the values of the brand. This consistency
has been essential for success according to several marketing studies (Aaker, 1996; Keller, 2003).
Although this logic is still valid in terms of building a brand for trust and recognition, the Internet and
digitalization has changed some of the conditions for both the business and design logic. Internet has
changed the relationship with customers, users and consumers. Digitalization or Internet of Things has
led to a new dimension of experience and demand for services within products. The digitalization
causes a technology revolution to what is called the fourth industrial revolution, of which we have not
seen the consequences yet (Schwab, 2016). Artificial intelligence, robots, self-driving cars, etc will
change more than we can foresee and discuss here. Open source, co-design, and participatory design
as well as what is called the sharing economy – consumers and/or producers create networks to share
existing products (cars, accommodation, etc) – are also some of the results of this “industrial
revolution”. Brands are still important for building trust and values, as well as recognition, but in the
design process new relations to products emerge that is no longer based on attachments based on
ownership.
2.1.2. What are circular business models?
The theoretical foundation of sustainable circular business models remains somewhat unclear (see for
example the recent call for papers on this topic, Dentchev et al., 2016). The wider concept of business
models, in general, lacks theoretical grounding (Teece, 2010; Markides, 2013), making the discussion
difficult. A business model is defined as “the content, structure, and governance of transactions
designed so as to create value through the exploitation of opportunities” (Amit & Zott, 2001, p. 511
cited by Markides, 2013). It includes a set of activities that are linked to each other (Amit and Zott,
2012; Markides, 2013). It, therein, should provide the rationale how to create, deliver and capture
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value (Kaplan, 2012). Generally, there are resemblances with a resource-based view of organizations
(Kujala et al., 2010, Eneberg and Svengren Holm, 2015). This view perceives the firm as a unique bundle
of resources and competences, which through optimizing the use, creates value (Eneberg and
Svengren Holm, 2015).
Business models can be broken down in pieces like profit formulae, processes, the value proposition,
resources, activities, partners, channels, etc. (see Johnson et al., 2008; Amit and Zott, 2012;
Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). Johnson et al. (2008) focus on four interlocking elements that create
and deliver value:
●
●
●

●

Profit formula: how the company creates value for itself while providing value to the customer.
Including revenue model, cost structure, margin model, and resource velocity.
Key resources: includes assets such as technology, products, brand, equipment, facilities, and
people that are required to deliver the value proposition to the customers.
Key processes: managerial and operational processes that create the possibility to deliver
value in a way that is repeatable and scalable. It also includes company’s rules, metrics and
norms.
Customer value proposition (CVP): an offering to its customers that fulfil a fundamental
problem.

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010; 2004) split these elements further down in their well-known business
model canvas. The elements are explained in Table 1.
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Infrastructure

Key partners /
partner network

Key activities
Key resources

Offering

Value
propositions

Customers

Customer
relationships
Channels
Customer
segments

Finances

Cost structure
Revenue streams

Buyer-supplier relationships such that company can focus on
their core activity. Complementary business alliances through
joint ventures, strategic alliances between competitors and
non-competitors.
Most important activities in executing a company’s value
proposition.
Resources that are necessary to create value for the customer.
Assets to a company which are needed to sustain and support
the business. Could be human, financial, physical, and
intellectual.
Collection of products and services a business offers to meet
the needs of its customers. Both quantitative (price and
efficiency) and qualitative (overall customers experience and
outcome)
Type of relationship with customer segments to ensure survival
and success.
Fast efficient and cost effective channels that distribute a
company’s value proposition.
Identify which customer it tries to serve. Various set of
customers can be segmented based on the different needs and
attributes.
Monetary consequences while operating under different
business models.
The way a company makes income from each customers’
segment.

Table 1: Elements of the business model (based on Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; 2004).

The business model canvas developed by Osterwalder and Pigneur is widely used as tool for business
model innovation. The tool is however focused on a theoretical analysis of existing business models. A
new / fresh business model can create and exploit opportunities for new revenues and profit streams
which are not captured with the business model canvas. Girotra and Netessine (2013) developed
therefore an experiential learning approach, posing four questions, what, when, who, and why:
What
What decisions to
make?
Select focused vs.
flexible business model

When
When to make
decisions?
Delay decision as
much as possible

Who
Who makes the
decisions?
Transfer decisions to
best-informed player

Change the scope of
decisions

Change the
sequence of
decisions

Hedge/complement
decisions with each
other

Split decisions to
obtain partial
information before
decision is
completed

Transfer decisions rights
to the party for which
consequences are the
least
Move the
consequences (costs) of
the decisions to the
party that benefit the
most

Why
Why are the
decisions made?
Change the
profit/revenue
streams to align
incentives
Replace short-term
relationships with
long-term
relationships
Integrate misaligned
parts of the value
chain

Table 2: Idea triggers for business model innovation (Girotra and Netessine, 2013)
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In a similar frame, Amit and Zott (2012) specified six questions that can help managers considering
business model innovation:
1.
What perceived needs can be satisfied through the new model design?
2.
What novel activities are needed to satisfy these perceived needs? (business model
content innovation)
3.
How could the required activities be linked to each other in novel ways? (business model
structure innovation)
4.
Who should perform each of the activities that are part of the business model? Should it
be the company? A partner? The customer? What novel governance arrangements could
enable this structure? (business model governance innovation)
5.
How is value created through the novel business model for each of the participants?
6.
What revenue model fits with the company’s business model to appropriate part of the
total value it helps create?
Circular business model is defined as “a business model in which the conceptual logic for value creation
is based on utilizing economic value retained in products after use in the production of new offerings”
(Linder and Williander, 2015). It requires the return and reuse, remanufacturing, or recycling of
products. In contrast to linear business models, circular business models assign the responsibility of
the end-of-life of products to the manufacturers and can therefore be seen as an extended producer
responsibility approach. Circular business models rely on a set of circular economy principles. These
principles are (EMF, 2012):
1. Waste does not exist (product should fit biological and technical material cycles)
2. Resilience through diversity (including modularity, versatility, and adaptability)
3. Renewable energy sources
4. System thinking
5. Reintroduction of products in biosphere
The literature of circular business models, also called closed-loop business models, is vast but
fragmented. It covers areas like product service systems (Tukker, 2004), industrial symbiosis (Chertow,
2007), and remanufacturing, reverse and closed-loop supply chains (Guide and Van Wassenhove,
2001). A recent classification of circular business models acknowledged a distinction between slowing
and closing product loops, which might be particular relevant for adaptable products. Slowing product
loops aims to extend the utilization period of products, while closing resource loops refers to post-use
reuse of product, components and materials (Bakker et al., 2014b). Business models that support
circular economy principles are shown in Table 3.
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Circular business models

Explanation

Examples

Slowing
product
loops

Providing capabilities or
services to consumers
without the need to own
products
Focus on durability and
repairability to support long
product lifetime
Collecting and exploiting
value from end-of-use
products

Launderettes
Car sharing
Clothing hire models

Product Service System
(PSS) / Access and
performance model
Classic long-life model

Extending product value

Closing
product
loops

Extending resource value

Acquisition of “wasted”
material and resources to
create value from it

Miele (white goods)
Rolex (luxury watch)
Vertu (luxury phone)
Buy back of mobile
phones / clothing
Automotive core
collection programs
Interface – old fishing
nets as material for
carpets
recycle bank

Table 3: A classification of circular business models (adapted from Bakker et al., 2014b; Bocken et al., 2016)

These business models require a different way of thinking on how products should be designed and
how revenue should be created. We hypothesize that adaptable products might help OEMs in reducing
some of the business risks inherent to circular business models.
2.1.3. What is adaptable design?
To respond to customers’ changing requirements and behaviour, companies can design and produce
products that are adaptable. Different types of adaptability exist (Gu et al., 2004):
● Design adaptability; product designs that can be adapted to generate variations of a product.
Zhang et al. (2015) defined design adaptability as “an approach to design adaptable products
whose modules/configurations and parameter values can be changed during an operation
stage to satisfy different customer requirements”.
● Product adaptability; the ability to change the products during the usage phase, where the
user can modify its functions or capabilities. Defined as “one that can be changed/adapted,
such as reconfigured and upgraded, during a product operation stage to satisfy different
requirements of customers” (Zhang et al., 2015). It refers to a design that responds to changes
in customer requirements or other external factors influencing the needs of the user (Uckun
et al., 2014).
Adaptable products could, according to Gu and Hashemian (2004) be divided into two main different
types: specific and general. A specific adaptable product is defined as: “the ability of a product or its
design to be adapted for potential applications that can be foreseen at the time the product is initially
designed”. Specific adaptability is applicable to both product adaptability and design adaptability (the
design process). The definition of general adaptable product is vaguer but can be described as a
product designed to adapt to future unknown needs and requirements that are unforeseen at the
point of design. Designing for general adaptability will require a more holistic approach and adds more
complexity to the design process, but can give future benefits if it enables upgrades on an existing
product.
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Figure 4: Two main types of product adaptability according to Gu et al. (2004)

According to Li et al. (2008) three main criteria of adaptable products exists. First, adaptable products
must have the possibility to extend functions, either obtained within the existing parts or due to
replacement of parts and components. Second, new technologies and improved performance should
be integrated via upgrades. Third, components will have to be customizable to fulfil the needs and
requirements of individual customers. In addition to modularity and changeability, Uckun et al. (2014)
argue that adaptability also includes reliability and robustness. According to Uckun et al. adaptable
products should be able to respond to changing requirements over a long lifetime, taking into account
possible future changes when developing products.
All the above mentioned fields contain different components that need to be part of an adaptable
product. There is however a distinct difference between a durable and an adaptable product. The
durable product can be used for a long time but will probably not be effective if new technologies and
functionalities with better environmental performance cannot be integrated.

2.2.

Five dimensions of obsolescence and associated business risks

The economic reasons for built-in obsolescence are widely discussed in the economic and business
management journals, while the design perspective on obsolescence has not been given much
attention (Rivera and Lallmahomed, 2016). Similarly, the impact of planned obsolescence on the
environment is unclear. According to Mont (2008) planned obsolescence is seen by many as the main
reason for unnecessary high environmental impact of products, but strong evidence is not provided by
Mont. The environmental impact of a design depends on the actual usage period of the product.
Knowing the actual usage time is not straightforward and many factors play a role, including (Rivera
and Lallmahomed, 2016);
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●
●
●
●
●

The lifespan of the product
Other product characteristics as the design and technological aspects
Consumer attitudes and behaviour
External influences including policy
Business model and strategy

Product life extension is a strategy that aims at increasing the (useful) life of a product and thereby
(hopefully) reducing the environmental impact whilst retaining or increasing the economic and societal
value of the product (Linton and Jayaraman, 2005). A product lifetime is defined as the time between
the consumer acquires the product and the time he or she disposes the product or replaces it with
another product with the same application (van Nes and Cramer, 2006). According to Chapman (2015)
and Cooper (2004), product durability, also called technical lifetime or lifespan, is in many cases not
the reason for discarding the product. The actual product lifetime largely depends on the user, his or
her behaviour, and socio-cultural influences. Extending the product's durability is only useful if
consumers retain products longer (Box, 1983). In other words, product lifetime is not an inherent
product characteristic but more often an outcome of the user’s behaviour (van Nes and Cramer, 2006).
Box (1983) distinguishes between two approaches to extend the lifetime of products; 1) increasing
durability of those products where the functioning has a limited effect on the useful lifetime, and 2)
motivating consumers to use products longer which can include repair and maintenance or using the
product for several lifecycles, for example via the second-hand market.
Obsolescence, when a product is no longer used or is disposed, creates waste in the make-use-dispose
economy. According to Rai and Terpenny (2008) obsolescence, from a product design perspective, is
“a measure of a product’s loss in value resulting from a reduction in the utility of the product relative
to consumer expectations”. In a circular economy, product lifetime can be extended via repair,
maintenance, upgrade, reuse, and recycling (Linton and Jayaraman, 2005). It is argued that extended
product life via remanufacturing and reuse in combination with circular business models such as
service and performance-based business models will reduce the claimed negative effects of planned
obsolescence on the environment (see for example Mont, 2008).
This chapter explores five dimensions of obsolescence that cover the main reasons why products are
discarded even though the product is fully functioning. Burns (2010) identified four modes (aesthetic,
social, technological, and economic). A fifth dimension (functional) is added to distinguish between
technological advances (driven by companies and the industry) and changes in functional requirements
(driven by consumers’ intrinsic needs). The section outlines various business risks associated with each
obsolescence dimension.
2.2.1. Aesthetic obsolescence
Aesthetic obsolescence occurs when a customer discards a product because it looks worn out, dirty,
old, faded or because it is no longer fashionable (Burns, 2010). Discarding before the end of the
expected life of a product is seen as the main manifestation of product unsustainability (Zafarmand et
al., 2003). Walker (2008) goes even further and argues that the continue restyling and updating of
products is “an immoderate use of resources, they help generate waste and pollution, and, through
marketing, they help create dissatisfaction”.
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In a linear business model, fashion is used as tool to sell more. Planned obsolescence via aesthetics,
where new products are introduced to make the old products look outdated, is practiced for a long
time. Introducing new colours, fabrics, designs that can be distinguished from earlier versions is a
practice well known from the clothing industry. In the past ten years, the environmental implications
of planned obsolescence are discussed and companies are slowly pressed towards more
environmental conscious practices. For example, Zara, H&M, and Primark (among many others) were
targeted in the media for their fast fashion and associated unsustainable practice (Anonym, 2015;
Bedat, 2015). The principles of “resource prolonging” including durability, turnover rates and
redesigning for extended use is discussed for almost 20 years (Cooper, 2005a). However, without a
business model that can capture this value from more durable products, not many companies will be
advocates for a system where customers buy less.
Sustainable products that are durable, upgradeable, modular, and reusable (among others) require a
different set of aesthetic requirements. Zafarmand et al. (2003) explores the interrelation of product
aesthetics and sustainability. They argue that reusable products do not only require new product
aesthetics, but also that aesthetics can evoke and stimulate reuse of products. In this sense, many
luxury products in fashion or high quality furniture are durable as they last long and create a secondhand market as vintage or antiquities and stay alive through several purchasing cycles. Designers work
for producers with different business models, from fast and cheap to slow, high quality and expensive.
To some extent it is up to the designers, working as consultants, to aim for working with clients that
are striving for high quality and long usage products. Designers should move away from a focus on the
moment of purchase and start designing products with a focus on usage along the lifecycle of the
products (Cooper, 2005a).
It is argued already for a long time that a circular business model or product-service system can help
in moving away from fast replacements towards “optimal utilization” of products (Stahel and Jackson,
1993 cited in Cooper, 2005a). Such system would eliminate the OEMs’ incentives to shortening the
product lifespan (Cooper, 2005a).
When recirculating products, designers have to expand their target from aesthetics in the beginning
of the product’s life when customers select and purchase the product, to aesthetics over the whole
life cycle of the product, including multiple cycles (Zafarmand et al., 2003). Three of the aesthetic
attributes for sustainable design as identified by Zafarmand et al. (2003) are particular relevant to
circular products;
●
●
●

Aesthetic durability: a timeless or neutral design might help to keep customers attracted to
the product over a longer period of time.
Aesthetic upgradeability and modularity: adding modular design aspects that customers can
easily change to make the product look new or fashionable.
Individuality and diversity: a design that cover the taste of a range of users and can be suited
to individual taste via aesthetic variations, modular design, and product serviceability. This is
also called mass-customization (Mont, 2008).

Some customers are more sensitive to new fashion updates than others (i.e. the early adopters). These
customers will demand products updates or replacements more frequently (McCollough, 2010).
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Within a circular business model, OEMs will therefore have to respond to changes in customers’
requirements, making the product aesthetically attractive during the technical lifetime of the product
via upgradeability, modularity and diversity.
2.2.2. Functional obsolescence
Functional obsolescence is less clearly defined. According to Granberg (1997, cited in Cooper, 2004)
functional obsolescence occurs when “a decision to replace a product is made using objective criteria
such as economic depreciation, technological change, and new situations that affect need”. Caccavelli
and Gugerli (2002) defined functional obsolescence as “the lack of ability to provide sufficient level of
services to the users with regard to their needs and expectations”. Others define functional
obsolescence as the ending of the useful life of products due to physical failure (Gurler, 2011; King et
al., 2006). In this report, functional obsolescence refers to the situation where products are discarded
because the required functions cannot be provided by the product. One example is when people
switch houses because there are not enough bedrooms in the previous house.
In a linear business model, functional obsolescence is generally the consumers' problem; consumers
will have to buy a new product when the old does not fulfil their requirements anymore (Feldman and
Sandborn, 2007). After the sales, no changes will have to be incorporated. Some companies are blamed
of adding new functionalities only to new products to force people to buy new products instead of
upgrading their existing product (see for example Custer, 2016). Other companies provide more
flexibility and advertise their products as growing with the customers’ needs (see for example a stroller
that grow with the family needs, Bugaboo, 2016). Sundin (2004) argues that facilitating upgrades of
product functions will extend the functional life of products, and therefore the product lifetime.
In a circular business model, it will be the OEM who is responsible for providing the functions that are
demanded by its customers. Products need to remain attractive to the customers during the period in
which the product is leased to the customer. Modernization and upgradeability will become more
important (Sundin and Bras, 2005). In addition, circular economy requires products to be recirculated
over multiple lifecycles, demanding a lifespan that is longer than an average usage period. Longer
lifespans of products, via reuse or remanufacturing, influences the risks for obsolescence; products
need to provide the function to (different) customers over a longer period (Amaya et al., 2010). OEMs
will have to design products that can incorporate the required functional upgrades for the duration of
the lifespan, sometimes many years in advance (i.e. the unforeseeable future).
2.2.3. Technological obsolescence
Technical innovation that replaces another product with the same function result in technological
obsolescence (Burns, 2010). Consumers get attracted to new models as a result of technological
advances (Rai and Terpenny, 2008). For example, high-capacity storage devices such as the CD-ROM
replaced the floppy disk (Amankwah-Amoah, 2016) and cassettes and CDs replaced the LP records
(Nokelainen and Dedehayir, 2015).
Both functional and design innovation can lead to the replacement of products by a technically
superior one (McCollough, 2010). Technological advances are generally difficult to predict and depend
on stochastic market forces, including competitors pressure, consumer demand, and technological
innovation progress (Rai and Terpenny, 2008). In a linear business model, consumers switch to new
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technologies by buying new products. Companies that do not change in time to new technologies have
the risk of losing sales. For example, Nokia failed to implement the innovations in the operating
systems of the smartphone, which reduced their market share significantly (Surowiecki, 2013).
In a circular business model, not only the risk of timely transition to new technologies exists,
technological obsolescence also limits the lifespan of fully functioning products. The possibility to reuse
or remanufacture the product is reduced in case of technological innovation, both within the same use
and for different purposes (Sabbaghi et al., 2015). This reuse possibility is even further limited by
customers that do not return the product directly after use. For example, TVs are regularly replaced
before failure but are used and stored in other rooms before discarding it completely (Linton et al.,
2004). A business model where the ownership is retained by the OEMs will require customers to return
the products. In reality, many OEMs experience however problems. Even though more products come
back, the timings of returns remain critical, especially for products with fast technological cycles (Guide
et al., 2008).
Modularization and open systems or platform designs are mentioned as design methods to counteract
or reduce the effects of technological obsolescence (Bras, 2010; 2015). Piggybacking is mentioned as
strategy for electronic equipment (Rai and Terpenny, 2008). A modular and upgradeable product, in
which components with fast innovation cycles can be replaced while slow technological advancing
components remain part of the product, is mentioned as design strategy to address technological
obsolescence (Mont, 2008). The rebound effects on consumer behaviour are however unclear and
might diminish the positive effect on the environment (see section 2.4).
2.2.4. Social obsolescence
Changes in social norms and behaviour might reduce or eliminate the need for certain products. It
refers to changes in long-term desires and needs of people (Hutcheson, 1993). Social obsolescence can
be both societal changes in preferred aesthetics (Teo and Lin, 2010; 2012) as well as in technical
changes (Mukaslan et al., 1985). Often these changes follow laws, voluntary standards, or other
pressure for environmental or health awareness (Burns, 2010). The social obsolescence concept is
mainly discussed in relation to buildings (see for example Baum, 1994; Kohler and Hassler, 2002;
Langston et al., 2008), while many other type of products are also vanished due to social obsolescence,
for example phone booths (Williams, 2005), ashtrays (Burns, 2010), and corner shops (Zukin, 2008).
Mason (1984; 1988) argues that social obsolescence has a higher degree of occurrences for status
goods. Via marketing and advertisements, status goods can be earlier seen as outdated, increasing the
sales volumes.
Similar to technological obsolescence, in a linear business model, companies have to switch to
products that are demanded by customers to keep selling products. In a circular business model,
companies risk that products become unusable due to social obsolescence. Products that become
social obsolete might be difficult to adapt to the new desires and needs as a significant change in the
product is usually required. Social obsolescence will most likely limit the lifetime of products, both in
a linear and in a circular economy.
Legislation can directly limit the lifespan of products. For example, the ban to use certain older types
of vehicles in city centres is a direct influence on the renewal of older cars by people living in that area.
In addition, certain legislations and regulations make it difficult for OEMs to upgrade and
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remanufacture their products, in particular due to certification and waste trading barriers. On the
other hand, there are not many laws applicable that guarantee durable products. Eco-labels are set to
include durability aspects (EC, 2015c) which will indirect (via consumer influence) put pressure on the
OEMs to manufacture longer-lasting products. An overview of legislations that could affect future
adaptable products positive and negative is provided in appendix B.
2.2.5. Economic obsolescence
Economic obsolescence is defined as the situation “when repair or maintenance is too costly to be
justified” (Boot et al., 2008 cited in Lawlor, 2015). Cooper (2004) takes a somewhat broader
perspective and argues that economic obsolescence can occur due to depreciation, high cost of repair
or maintenance relative to replacement, low performance / cost ratio, or other price trends in the
market. In most cases, the product will be replaced by a lower cost alternative (Rahman and
Chattopadhyay, 2010), reducing the total cost of ownership (Nissen et al., 2012). For example, energysaving lamps (van Nes et al., 1999).
Repairs and maintenance is more relevant for complex products with varying lifetimes of the
components (Feuchter et al., 1991), for example vehicles, industrial equipment and appliances
(Ashayeri et al., 1996; de Haas and Verijdt, 1997, cited in Linton and Jayaraman, 2005). In a linear
business model, the aftermarket is an opportunity to create additional profit. In the automotive
industry, the aftermarket is even generating more annual profit than the sales of new cars (Capgemini,
2010). Not only profit, but also extended customer relationships due to the services provided is
extremely valuable for OEMs (Cohen et al., 2006). However, the decision to service or repair the
product, including where to do this, lies with the customers.
In a circular business model, OEMs will be responsible for maintaining and repairing the products
throughout its lifetimes. Most companies will make a simple trade-off between the repair costs and
value of the product in their decision to repair or replace the product. The replacement of products
with lower running costs (e.g. higher energy efficiency) will however be less straightforward. In most
business models, the customer will still pay for the running costs separately from the product. For
example, Bundles offer customers a washing machine on a pay-per-wash basis, but this fee per wash
cycle does not include the costs for water and electricity consumption (Bundles, 2016). In that case,
OEMs will have no direct financial incentive to reduce the total cost of ownership.
The implications of economic obsolescence and the consequent impacts on the environment remain
unclear. Further research is needed to understand whether circular business models can help reduce
the economic obsolescence of products.

2.3.

The time factor

Generally speaking time has an important role in product obsolescence as it influences all that humans
create and all that we do (Thompson et al., 2011). Sooner or later products will become obsolete due
to specific or combinations of the previously described obsolescence dimensions, either due to lack of
relevance due to fashion changes, practical needs or because the product physical breaks etc. Since
the fifties, the dominated trend has been an increased speed in most human’s activities, e.g. increased
speed in personal communication with airplanes, trains, cars. Also in product development and
production and throughout the value chain timesaving is seen as crucial.
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A shorter time from take of materials to waste is leading to an increased number of products put on
the market, faster than before, resulting in an increased speed of resource consumption and generated
waste. Today visible in several increasing sustainability problems that affect planetary boundaries
(Rockström et al, 2009).

Fast cycles: Packaging can have a very short lifespan with
huge implications in nature. Dutch designer Dave Hakkens
tries to grow attention about the plastic waste ending in
oceans. https://davehakkens.nl/

Slow cycles: Glass packaging for mustard with an intended use as
reusable drinking glass. Manufactured in the 60s by Slotts Senap in
Sweden. Approx. 70 glass models were manufactured.
http://www.tradera.com/item/200709/264150143/senapsglassejdlar-gront-glas-60-70-tal-retro

However, in this report time consideration has been limited to aspects that are related to design and
product development and factors that affect the product's functional life during the use phase.
2.3.1. Materials for longevity
Sooner or later all human artefacts will start the journey towards degradation, disorder and lower
human value. In product development, this is well known and is related to balancing between product
specifications, testing and user behaviour. In theory product specifications has to reflect customer
needs, make the product appealing compared to other products. It further needs to be possible to
realise technically and economically specifications (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1995). Pahl et al. (2007) gives
the general advice that designers should aim at ensuring maximum and uniform lives for all
components in a product.
This is however easier said than implemented in practice, resulting in many products produced with
low quality or that are used in environments they were not designed for. Take rust protection in cars
as an example. Most passenger cars today are still made from steel that can start to corrode rather
fast. The useful life of a vehicle made of steel is dependent on its working environment, in particular if
used in extremely corrosive environments with exposure of saltwater mist, road salt in the winter etc.
A recent report showed that rust protection on several modern cars is getting inferior in Sweden
(Swerea Kimab, 2014).
Alternative materials for vehicles like composites, stainless steel, ceramics and aluminium are
alternatives that have been proven in many applications e.g. in the aerospace industry with old
composites airplanes still in the air for many year, or in plastic boats still in use since the sixties. Another
option is ceramic bearings that can reduce rolling resistance with 50-70% and that can last 4-8 times
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longer than steel bearings (Danish energy analysis, 2013) However, many manufacturers still consider
materials as ceramics and composites as too expensive and difficult to use.
An exception is BMW that with its model I3 has demonstrated that carbon fibre is possible to use in a
mass production car, but it has taken great efforts in building new production facilities, training and
new ways to design components4. Even though carbon fibre composite does not corrode as fast as
steel, they could degenerate due to sunlight and get internally damaged due to accidents during the
use phase.
Alternative materials to low quality steel are needed if a long lifetime shall be possible to predict. More
expensive materials and dimensions could save money in the end. This has been shown in a
remanufacturing study where increased thickness of the goods in a cylinder head can make it possible
to remanufacture the engine several times (Sundin, 2002).

Rust protection in new cars is not (for some brands & models) getting
better, according to a new report in Sweden.
http://www.vibilagare.se/blogg/biltestarbloggen/avslojanderostrapport

With composites instead of steel, corrosion is eliminated.
The image shows the carbon fibre body in BMW I3.
http://www.bmw.se/sv/avdelning/upplev-bmw/bmwi/koncept.html

The material palette for an adaptable product will require a more long term thinking when choosing
and sourcing materials. It will, most probably, be with a less complex material palette than commonly
used in today's products. A way to be inspired of a less complicated material palette could be to look
at principles of biomimicry as e.g. proposed by Unruh; ”The elements in the periodic table, from
actinium to zirconium, are the building blocks of everything we see. Astonishingly, however, out of
the more than 100 elements, nature chose to use just four – carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen
– to produce all living things. Add a little sulfur and phosphorus, and you can account for 99% of the
weight of every living thing on the planet.” (Unruh, 2008).
2.3.2. Time to market

“My dear, here we must run as fast as we can, just to stay in place. And if you wish to go
anywhere you must run twice as fast as that.” (Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland)
Once upon a time design and production was done in the individual craftsman’s pace (Thorpe, 2007).
Large and complex projects like cathedrals could talk decades or even centuries to complete. Today
digitalization and industrialisation has reduced time from idea to market rapidly. In the fashion
industry some brands have reduced this process down to months or even days. It takes the fashion

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xViAIFI2KIs
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company Zara approximately 15 days to get from a design concept to a product in store5, where the
average time to market is 6 months! The reason behind this fast process is to continuously keep
customers’ interest and desire for novelty and by this reduce the amount of unsold products that has
to be on sale. Zara also uses small batch- in house production in combination with an efficient just in
time logistics to avoid overproduction.
Within the automotive industry development cycles are much slower where development of a car or
construction equipment could range from 3- 7 years. During that development time a lot can change
regarding technology, aesthetics, etc. When the specifications are locked and production and use of
the car starts, the vehicle will not perform better than it was on the day of delivery.

A smartphone designed for soft floors
in California?! It could be considered a
basic requirement that this type of
everyday products should be able to
withstand to fall on different types of
floors. But other considerations were
made in the design phase.
Image:Thomas Nyström

A durable product like this taxi cab from the
fifties can be used for a long time but will
not be effective if new technologies and
functionalities with better environmental
performance cannot be integrated.
Image : Pixabay.com

In very corrosive environments as acid mines,
the service life of a construction machine
could be as low as 2 years due to corrosion
on steel components and electrical system.
Image: Pixabay.com

2.3.3. Technological change
The speed of technological change will vary between different product categories (Smeels and Stevels,
2003). While data processing and storage capacity in information and communication technology (ICT)
has a fast development rate, mechanical components or accessories could take much longer time
before they become obsolete. For some systems in passenger cars, like infotainment and navigation
systems, this is problematic as the technological change pace in personal electronics such as
smartphones is much faster than the systems being implemented in cars. A promising solution is the
way Tesla use digital displays and touchscreens instead of physical buttons, saving cost for producing
and keeping spare parts in stock and with the ability to update with changing layout, functionality, or
personalized design.

5

https://www.tradegecko.com/blog/zara-supply-chain-its-secret-to-retail-success
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Digital dashboard and touchscreen that replaces physical buttons in Tesla Model S. Upgrades with new functionality will
be possible during the lifespan of the car. Something that is impossible or requires retrofitting of modules in most other
cars. E.g. like in Taxis in Sweden that has several retrofitted modules for communication and taximeter etc. Images:
Thomas Nyström

When a certain technology has been established (e.g. with standards) they become at some point
ubiquitous and taken for granted. E.g. even if the low voltage power connector to a smartphone
change between models, the power wall cord interface will stay the same.
Another example when new technology created great customer value is the invention and introduction
of the starter engine in 1911. Early automobiles required hand cranking for starting that could result
in severe injuries if the engine did misfire and the crankshaft kicked back. A broken wrist, arm or a
shoulder were not unusual. The benefits of a starter engine that made starting easy, eliminated the
risk of personal injury and made driving less demanding for many people but especially for people with
low physical capabilities. The introduction of the starter engine started to make earlier automobiles
obsolete at a high pace (Slade, 2006).
For other technologies the speed of change goes very slow, for example the market acceptance of
electric and hybrid technologies. The technology was proven to work in the beginning of the twentieth
century. E.g. the world's first hybrid car, the ”Semper Vivius”6 , designed in 1901 by Ferdinand Porsche.
But since then much has been the same for 100 years; the diesel engines have been the most central
system in heavy construction equipment and trucks. Even though the engine technology has stayed
the same during 100 years, the control system for fuel injection has change as well as the way to design,
simulate and manufacture diesel engines.

6

http://press.porsche.com/news/release.php?id=642
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Some technology change fast due to new
demand for functionality. As the wireless
headphones to new Apple smartphones.
This will make existing headphones with a
3.5 mm jack obsolete.
http://www.vox.com/2016/9/7/12822516/
apple-iphone-7-headphone

Some technologies take a very long time
before being mainstream on the market.
The Semper Vivius was the first hybrid car
when introduced in 1901 by Ferdinad
Porsche. And proved to have promising
performance and range.

The Europlug, a standard AC power plug,
that was designed in the 1960s and is
compatible with the Schuko power socket
that origin back to 1925. This makes the
Europlug backwards compatible with the
power socket.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schuko

2.3.4. Changing human dimensions
General aspects with a slow change pace also have to be considered. One example is changing human
dimensions like length and weight. In general humans are becoming longer (NCD Risk Factor, 2015)
and in many parts of the world also heavier. This will partially affect vehicle design as well as other
products like furniture and clothing. Today's vehicles life length can vary considerable due to physical
wear and maintenance. If changing dimensions and adjustable functionality in products are not
implemented from the beginning this could result in costly upgrading of tooling etc. In the furniture
industry, with classical design furniture that has been on the market since the fifties, increased human
height and weight has to be taken into account. Companies such as Herman Miller has updated the
height of their classic Eames chairs and tables due to changed biometric data.
For products with adjustable height other factors could be of importance. The Dutch seating company
BMA ergonomics that successfully worked with remanufacturing of their office seating products, has
noticed that increased user weight on the German market in some situations has resulted in extreme
forces and failures of seating mechanism.7 BMA sees a need for upgrading their mechanisms as their
expected life length for chair is high, approximately 20-30 years.
2.3.5. Short versus long time thinking in design
General speaking, debate about time regarding product development, manufacturing and
consumption is related to the drawbacks of short time thinking. For example, the quarter economy is
often blamed for short time investment horizons, resulting in a hunt for cutting costs and increasing
revenues. In a business logic where new products, continuous new sales and short life is rewarded and
integrated into the company's business model, design and marketing has come to play a central role
as the engine of continuous product innovation and a tool for a planned obsolescence (Slade, 2000).
The introduction of continuous model changes started in early 1920s when the annual model change
was introduced by General Motors in 1923 (Slade, 2006). It encouraged car owners to trade in cars
before their useful lives were over.

7

Personal interview 2016
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"The changes in the new model should be so novel and attractive as
to create demand … and A Certain Amount of dissatisfaction with
past models as Compared with the new one. "(Alfred P. Sloan CEO of General
Motors )

Annual model variations were seen as very radical during the 1930s American depression, where e.g.
Henry Ford did not see the usefulness of changing the Model T, that had a very good durability
compared to other cars at that time (Slade, 2006). But Ford was finally forced to introduce model
variations when GM took an increasing market share by introducing annual model variations with the
aim to be desirable and different to their customers (Anonym, 2008).

The Ford model T that was produced between 1908- 1927.

The Chevrolet model 1923 that started General Motors yearly model
changes than heavily increased consumers’ willingness to buy new
cars. The technology platform was 9 years old but with a restyled
body.

Henry Ford’s simple idea that one product (The Model T)
should be so reliable and cheap and keep going year after
year was successful until the mid-1920s when GMs early
model changes reduced sales rapidly for the model T.

http://www.autonews.com/article/20080914/OEM02/309149950/annu
al-model-change-was-the-result-of-affluence-technology-advertising
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As a contrast to short term thinking are proponents for “long-term thinking”, as the The Long Now
Foundation8 or the Dutch design group Eternally yours (Van Hinte, 2004). The Long Now was sprung
from the fast development pace in Silicon Valley and its focus is on solutions for short time thinking.
With various projects The Long Now wants to build engagement for and illustrate what long term
thinking could be like. For example, with their 10 000-year clock that is being designed to run and be
accurate for a time period as long as human history (Brand, 2000), or the Rosetta disc9 that shall keep
record for human languages for future generations. The design process for the clock is relevant for
designing adaptable products, as it challenges the traditional way of thinking in short cycles. It also
gives practical knowledge of e.g. choosing materials that can withstand wear and corrosion for a long
time10.

A prototype for the 10 000-year clock that was
finished in year 2000. The work of building a
full scale clock is still going on.
Image source:
https://blog.sciencemuseum.org.uk/the-clockof-the-long-now/

The outdoor clothing manufacturer Patagonia has a 100-year business plan where
they use long term thinking to build a sustainable company.
Image source: http://blog.aileron.org/blog/the-100-year-plan

2.3.6. Time as a factor in adaptable design
Several indications show that most humans activities are going faster, more products are introduced,
consumed and scraped than ever before. To slow down the material throughput is essential but
difficult in the current linear economy that premiers short time thinking both from an investment and
consumer perspective.
Could long term thinking then be an alternative? Well we can learn from those native cultures that has
a long term thinking integrated in their culture. Like the native Indians with their tradition of
considering effects of decisions 7 generations ahead (approximately 140 years ahead).

8

http://longnow.org/

9

http://rosettaproject.org/

10

Personal interview with Stewart Brand 2016
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More recent examples can be found in some manufacturing companies like e.g. Patagonia that claim
to have a 100-year business plan (Burlingham, 2014). Global companies like IKEA can take longer time
for return of investment in sustainable technology due to its financial structure11. Products can be
designed for material cycles that could be fast or slow. In reality, designing all passenger cars and
construction equipment for an eternal life like the 10 000-year clock will probably be difficult for
business. But manufacturing companies can use a longer product life to provoke thinking and boost
organisational learning about how products could continuously be kept “relevant” for customers and
users over longer periods of time.
One company that has started this learning is Toyota with their concept car Setsuna that is designed
for several generations (Toyota, 2016).

Toyota Setsuna. A concepts car for several generations with a
100-year meter that shall keep track of the long lifetime.
Image source:
http://newsroom.toyota.co.jp/en/detail/11559474

2.4.

The Setsuna car is made from wood panels and wood elements
assembled without fasteners that shall be easy to change when
necessary over the years.
Image source: http://newsroom.toyota.co.jp/en/detail/11559474

Obsolescence and environmental sustainability

Knowing what design is the most sustainable is unfortunately not straightforward. For example,
technological innovation might improve the energy efficiency of the products, making it more
sustainable to replace products instead of keeping the old product functioning longer (Devoldere et
al., 2009; O’Connell et al., 2013). For other product types, the replacement cycles are too fast for the
energy improvements in new models to offset the impact from production (see for example Bakker et
al. 2014 for refrigerators and laptops, Deng et al. 2011 for laptop computers and, Yu et al., 2010 for
mobile phones). This implies that designers should include future energy-efficiency developments in
their lifecycle design. Bakker et al. (2014) argued that the optimal design strategy (product life
extension or recycling strategies) depends on many aspects, both related to product and market
conditions, including lifespan, technological maturity, resource intensity, market dynamics, and
legislation. The uncertainty of future developments combined with a high degree of factors that
influence the optimal strategy makes it challenging for OEMs to design sustainable products, in
particularly because the usage of the product is very often unknown. Van Nes and Cramer (2006) tried
optimization of a product’s lifetime from an environmental point of view based on the ecological
11

Personal interview with Per Stoltz 09-03-2016.
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payback period. However, a clear approach or guidance to help manufacturers in making
environmentally sustainable lifetime choices is not yet available.
The current environmental assessments (usually with life cycle assessment, LCA) are normally applied
to one lifecycle of a product with a fixed lifetime. The consumer behaviour, that influences the usage
period of the product, is often not considered (Rivera and Lallmahomed, 2016). There is not much
literature available on the consumer influences on the product's life span (Mont, 2008). Studies of
consumer needs and demands in relation to sustainability issues have focused on attitudes and actual
behaviour. Many studies investigating attitudes of consumers regarding their view upon sustainability
are showing a more positive attitude then what is then realized in actual behaviour. Especially when a
large part of the environmental impact lies in the use phase, for example for vehicles (Cheah, 2013 and
MacLean and Lave, 1998 cited in Rivera and Lallmahomed, 2016), the actual usage time of the product
become critical for determining what scenario is the most sustainable. Further, LCA for multiple
lifecycles products need to be developed to gather better insights in the environmental impact of
remanufacturing. In addition, LCAs are usually not applied in an early design stage but much later in
the process, making necessary changes in the design rather expensive. There is a need for
environmental guidance early in the design process (Rivera and Lallmahomed, 2016).
Besides design aspects, there is a need for additional risk analysis tools that can capture the full
consequences of the decisions. Ideally a multi-criteria assessment should be created (Hallstedt and
Isaksson, 2013). The tool should include aspects of adaptability and modularity and include the role of
policy and consumers (Rivera and Lallmahomed, 2016).
Adaptable products usually require more efforts in the design, increasing complexity and costs, making
it also from an economical perspective difficult to determine the benefits (Ferguson et al., 2009; Li et
al., 2008). A full life-cycle perspective is also advised here (Li et al., 2008). Adaptable designs request
companies to take a calculated risk whereby potential future income from adaptations should pay off
the higher initial investments (Uckun et al., 2014). Future designs should be both be evaluated from
an economic and environmental standpoint, taking into account various reasons for obsolescence.

2.5.

Learnings from the literature review

Obsolescence is the main reason for consumers to discard their product while it is still functioning. Five
different reasons of obsolescence are explored and the impact it has on products in linear and circular
business models is discussed. The findings are summarised in Table 4.
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Description

Aesthetic
obsolescence
Discarding of
products
because
it
looks
outdated or not
fashionable

Business
risk linear
model

Planned
obsolescence
used
to
increase sales,
however with
environmental
implications

Business
risk circular
model

Need to have
attractive
aesthetics over
whole life cycle

Functional
obsolescence
Discarding of
products
because
required
function
cannot
be
provided
Forces
customers to
buy
new
products with
required
function,
might result in
unhappy
customers
Companies
need to make
sure
that
product fulfils
changing
requirements
of customers

Technical
obsolescence
Discarding of
products
because new
products that
are technical
superior
are
innovated
Companies not
shifting in time
to
new
technologies
lose
market
share

Social
obsolescence
Reduced need
for a product
due
to
changing
social norms
and
behaviour
Companies
not shifting in
time to new
products lose
market share

The possibility
to reuse /
remanufacture
products are
limited
in
industries with
high innovation
pace

Might
limit
the lifetime of
products

Economic
obsolescence
Discarding of
products due
to
the
availability of
a lower cost
alternative
Opportunity
to generate
additional
profit
in
aftersales but
can
reduce
repetitive
sales if not
satisfactorily
Companies
can
make
rational
decisions on
best
cost
alternative,
but
energy
costs
often
not included

Table 4: Summary of the five dimensions of obsolescence and their impact on linear and circular business models.

It is anticipated that several of these circular business risks can be reduced by adaptable designs.
Through flexible designs, reached through modularity, platform designs, upgradeability, etc., OEMs
will be able to reuse (parts of the) product longer and satisfy multiple customers’ needs and
requirements. Although the environmental impacts are difficult to determine, it is widely argued that
in general, this would lead to a lower need of material and resources to satisfy the same demand. The
design aspects that can help OEMs in designing adaptable designs will be further explained in chapter
3. Chapter 3 will also look into several aspects that are currently accelerating obsolescence rates. The
source of obsolescence need to be understood before design improvements can be made that will be
able to address the changing requirements.
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Chapter 3: Designing for adaptability (enabling factors)
This part uses the findings from the initial literature review (see chapter 2) to assess potential methods
and solutions to move from the current business models and product designs with its limitations and
various reasons for obsolescence towards an adaptable product that can potentially lower the business
risk of circular business models. Design strategies, methods and tools that address concepts related to
adaptable products are discussed in this chapter.

3.1.

Design strategies that affect business risks in a circular business model

Obsolescence might be the motivation of two different design strategies towards sustainable products.
On the one hand, obsolescence requires appropriate planning for the time of “their predictable
demise” (as argued by Boot et al., 2008 cited in Lawlor, 2015), while on the other hand slowing or
delaying obsolescence might increase length of time the product remain useful (see Lawlor, 2015).
While some research has been done on classifying reasons for obsolescence, there is a lack of
knowledge on design principles and methods that could prevent obsolescence. Especially design
principles that focus on the entire lifecycle of the product and are applicable to the early conceptual
design stages are needed (Rai and Terpenny, 2008).
As aforementioned, adaptable products build further on modularity, platform based design,
customization, upgradeability, durability (including robustness, maintenance, and repairs),
controllable wear, and contemporary design. Each of these design strategies are further discussed
below.
3.1.1. Modular design
Baldwin and Clark (2000, p12) identified three types of modularity; 1) Design modularity, 2) Production
modularity, and 3) Use modularity. In this report, we focus on modularity in the use phase. A good
example of a modular product is phoneblocks. In an attempt to reduce the amount of waste,
Phoneblocks developed a modular phone that consists of components that are easy to replace or
upgrade (Phoneblocks, 2016). A modular product is designed with optimised independence of its
components (Gershenson et al., 2003). The interactions between modules are minimised while the
interaction within one module might be high (Ulrich 1995). Modularisation can have different goals,
including recycling, upgrading, remanufacturing, reusing, and maintenance (Bonvoisin et al., 2016).
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Figure 5: The modular approach of Phoneblocks (Phoneblocks, 2016).

According to Hashemian (2005) modular design overlaps with adaptable design, but with specific
differences shown in Figure 6. He argues that modularization is the main method to increase product
adaptability but has not necessarily adaptability as purpose (as shown on the left side of Figure 6). The
area of modular design is however useful due to the maturity of the research field (Lewis et al., 2010).

Figure 6: Modular and adaptable design (Hashemian, 2005).

Van der berg and Bakker (2015) argue that a modular design is of key importance in the circular
economy. Modularity allows for ease disassembly, repair, remanufacturing, upgrading, adaptability,
and reliability assessment. They argue that modularity will lead to “the highest chance of optimal
resource use”. The combination of modularity and product-service systems (PSS) is researched by
Wang et al. (2011). They argue that modularity can provide customized products over several cycles
and is helpful for providing services during the whole lifecycle of the product. Because products are
owned by the companies, producers have the motivation to make sure the product remain useful.
Modularization can reduce the risk of owning not useful products as it reduces the chance that old
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designs need to be destroyed completely. A modular product design has been identified as prerequisite
for products in the circular economy (European Environmental Bureau, 2015).
3.1.2. Customization (mass) and platform based design
Customization makes it possible to change and adapt products to the individual needs of customers.
Mass customization is the ability to provide customized products that fulfil the need of individual
customers (Gilmore and Pine, 1997) in high volumes and at low costs (Da Silveira et al., 2001). Usually
it includes modular products and services, flexible processes and an integrative supply chain (Fogliatto
et al., 2012). From a supply chain perspective, assembly-to-order is used by many companies to achieve
mass customisation (Wortmann et al., 1997 cited in Jiao et al., 2007).
Products designed for mass customisation are regularly part of a product family. Via platform based
design, different product varieties can be created. While modular designs focus on product variants
via configuration of existing modules, platform based design can also include product variants with the
same function but different capacities or have the possibility to incorporate technological innovation
(Jiao et al., 2007). A product platform is defined as a “collection of assets that are shared by a set of
products” whereby assets can be components, processes, knowledge, and people and relationships
(Robertson and Ulrich, 1998).
Another approach to customization is adaptable customization; designing products in such way that
consumer can alter, modify, tailor, and/or reconfigure it themselves (Gilmore and Pine, 1997).
Adaptable customization excludes the interaction of a company to change the products. Instead
products have a standard built-in possibility to change via the inclusion of multiple permutations
(Gilmore and Pine, 1997). It therefore focusses only on extending the product lifetime of one cycle.
Mass customization and platform based design allows also easy reconfiguration of the product
between the first and second lifecycle, making it suitable for use by a second customer with perhaps
different requirements.
3.1.3. Design for upgradeability and serviceability
Design for upgradeability focuses on the ease of upgrading the hardware or software of products,
preferable by consumers themselves. It is often combined with modularity and can address functional
or aesthetics issues (van Nes, 2010). Design for upgradeability is widely applied, in particular in the
consumer goods industry such as personal computers and mobile phones (Cooper, 2013).
It is argued that the objective of upgradeability is to extend the product usage duration (see for
example Ishigami et al., 2003). A modular upgradeable design might increase the usage period of
products with high technological development and other design innovation (Bakker et al., 2014).
Modular upgradeability provides a cost-effective way to consumers to keep up with technological
innovation (Krishnan and Ramachandran, 2011). Modular upgradeability is also identified as strategy
to reduce waste and therefore improving the impact on the environment; instead of discarding the
whole product only a component becomes obsolete (McDonough and Braungart, 2008). Apple, for
example, has received negative attention for producing their products in such way that consumer
cannot upgrade or replace components (Greenpeace, 2010).
On the other hand, Agrawal and Ulku (2013) argue that the full effect of modular upgradeable products
on the environment is not well researched. Upgradeable products might accelerate obsolescence and
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can impact the energy consumption during the use phase. The authors find that under some
circumstances, upgradeability can have a detrimental effect on the environmental performance,
especially when upgradeability accelerate the obsolescence of components with a large impact in the
production and disposal phase compared to the use phase. They argue that a modular approach such
as applied by Dell and HP might therefore be considered as greenwashing. Upgradeability might
however be an environmentally superior strategy if it reduces the obsolescence of components with
high environmental impacts during production, or if it accelerates the obsolescence of components
with improved energy consumption in the use phase (Agrawal and Ulku, 2013).

More profitable
Less profitable

Environmentally superior
Servers, routers
E-readers

Environmentally worse
Computers
Washers, dryers

Table 5: Relative profitability and environmental performance of modular upgradability for different product types (Agrawal
and Ulku, 2013).

There is a lack of knowledge on the consumers’ reaction and behaviour regarding modular upgradeable
products (Ulku et al., 2012). The consumption behaviour can however a detrimental effect on the
economic and environmental implications of modular upgradeable products (Agrawal et al., 2015) and
should be further researched.
3.1.4.

Durable products, maintenance and repairs

Design for longevity is a broad concept that entails designers to think about the whole lifespan of the
product, including the needs for upgrades, repairs, etc. (van Nes and Cramer, 2005). It includes design
for reliability, design for repair and maintenance, design for upgradeability, design for product
attachment and design for variability (van Nes, 2010). Here we focus on the first two.
Design for reliability is a design strategy that tries to assess which areas will most likely cause reliability
problems and to design products that are more reliable (Stephenson and Wallace, 1996). Its purpose
is to make sure the product remains functioning for the duration the customer expects. Regular and
timely maintenance will help products to remain functioning. To improve repairability, van Nes and
Cramer (2005) suggest that customers must be able to repair products themselves, which can be
achieved by making products in such way that broken components can be easily replaced instead of
repaired, i.e. modular. A reliable and repairable product will have longer lifespans and will therefore
be more sustainable (Dagman and Söderberg, 2012). It is further argued that a reliable product will
require less remanufacturing which would improve the environmental footprint (Charter and Gray,
2007).
In addition to design for reliability and design for repair and maintenance, design for durability is also
mentioned as necessary design strategy within the circular economy. Design for durability includes
physical durability, being able to withstand wear and tear without breaking down (Bocken et al., 2016).
A durable product can be used longer, satisfying more customers during different lifecycles. However,
if used by only one person, a long lifespan does not necessarily result in an environmental benefit and
can have the opposite effect. Investments in durability should therefore match the total usage period.
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3.1.5. Controllable wear
Access to real-time information about material, component, or product system’s health history can
create benefits for material producers, product manufacturers and their clients (Cullinen, 2013).
Monitoring how products are used can help to avoid costly breakdowns and increase product life. This
is possible with the Internet of Things applications that provide real-time information on usage data
and product life-history.
For those companies selling a service or performance, knowing the "Uptime" means better information
about materials which in turn might lower business risks. From a societal perspective, material based
'health data' can lead to increased resource productivity by prolonging service life and enabling safe
reuse of products and components, thereby avoiding all premature recycling or landfill (Chiu, et al.
2010). Internet of Things is considered as an enabler of the circular economy, where information about
the product and the material's life cycle history can support circular material flows (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, 2016)
Internet of Things solutions can reduce operations and maintenance cost, increase profit, and reduce
injuries in many different application areas. In addition, it can lead to improvements in energy
consumption, reduced time spent in production (Chiu et al. 2010), and reduced waste.
3.1.6. Contemporary design, product attachment and emotional durability
Why do some products become design classics and iconic products while others soon are considered
outdated? This is something designers have been struggling with for a long time (Schultz et al., 1989)
and there is no clear rules or recipes to follow to create such classical design. There are some general
facts that both too small and too big leaps in expression can lead to unexpected customer reactions
regarding formal semantics (Cooper, 2005b), e.g. the product’s “basic sign” is no longer obvious or has
changed too much from what is expected in a certain product category.

Toyota Prius first generation launched in
Japan 1997. The technically advanced car had
a very unconventional design. Image source:
http://blog.toyota.co.uk/hybrid-heritage-priushistory

Since 1997 the Prius design has changed radically and are today more
contemporary but still with a distinguishing expression
Image source: http://www.tflcar.com/2015/10/sizing-2016-toyota-priusprevious-generations-infographic/

Another aspect that can affect how contemporary a product will be achieved is wear and tear. Product
wear will be perceived different between users. For some user groups, physical changes in surfaces
like cracks, scratches or dents will be reasons to end the product relationship and either resell or scrap
the product. A challenge in designing adaptable products for a longer use time and with several update
phases will be to define and predict how physical wear can affect consumer willingness to pay for the
product and how it affects the usage duration and loyalty to the brand over many years.
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A challenge with adaptable design is to build knowledge about customer acceptance for visual wear. How can a product
stay contemporary and relevant for customers and users over a long period of time? Image: Thomas Nyström (Left)
https://se.pinterest.com/pin/392939136218883762/ (Right)

According to Jordan (2012) there are four features that he refers to as “pleasures” that influence
people’s relations and bonds to designed objects. These are: physio-pleasure, socio-pleasure, ideopleasure and psycho-pleasure. The physio-pleasure is based on our senses; how we see, smell, taste
and hear the object, i.e. pleasing our taste. The socio-pleasure is based on how the object facilitates
social interaction, i.e. pleasing our sense of self-worthiness. The ideo-pleasure is how the objects
support our values, beliefs and ambitions, i.e. pleasing our internal need for consistency. The psychopleasure is based on the easiness of use, i.e. it gives a cognitive pleasure of being skilful, knowing how
to do. When designing products that are fulfilling people’s need for pleasures, Jordan argues that these
four dimensions are essential when designing new products for creating a positive relationship
between the user and the object. The consequences are that companies need to understand the users
and usability holistically; specify the product benefits and characteristics, before, during and after use.
A long lasting product that is disposed after a short while can have a detrimental effect. The efforts to
make the product long lasting are completely diminished if the effective usage time is not increased.
As discussed in chapter 2, the actual product usage time is a function of product durability and
consumer behaviour. The design strategy that targets prolongation of the actual product usage is
called ‘design for emotional durability’. Emotional durability or product attachment is defined as the
“strength of the emotional bond a consumer experiences with a durable product” (Schifferstein and
Zwartkruis-Pelgrim, 2008). It tackles the ever-lasting desire for new products (Chapman, 2015).
Design for emotional durability does not necessarily mean that consumers have to keep using the same
product without making any changes to it. Upgrades, servicing, and repairs can be made part of a
business model that combines emotional durability with a reduction of waste and resources
(Chapman, 2015). Product requirements related to emotional durability are (Chapman, 2005):
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·
·
·
·

Timeless design
Ability to grow and evolve with changing consumer needs
Use of materials that do not wear and tear in such way that it become unattractive
Can adapt to the use within several scenarios

According to Nes and Cramer (2005) design for emotional durability is the most uncertain strategy
towards product durability and argue that it is even questionable if we should be attached to all sorts
of products. As discussed before, certain products need to be replaced before their physical end-oflife to minimise the impact on the environment. In addition, the relationship between product
attachment and utilisation rate is unclear. Products, that are stored because consumers do not want
to discard it, can perhaps be better used by another person in a second-life. Scheepens et al. (2015)
argues, for example, that the environmental impact of families using a car for 10 years (the full lifespan)
is similar to the situation of where one family uses the car for the first 5 years, followed by another
family using it for 5 years (assuming similar usage). In cases where an active and large second-hand
market exists for reuse, and products remain functioning and attractive, remanufacturing might only
add unnecessary resources. Design for product attachment is therefore more suitable for products
that are discarded long before their lifespan ends and that have a relative high proportion of its
environmental impact embedded during production (i.e. no products where technological
improvements might significant lower impact during usage phase). More research is however needed
to identify under which circumstances product attachment is beneficial.

3.2.

Designing for adaptability, supportive methods and tools

The well-cited furniture designer, Charles Eames claimed to have said, “The role of the designer is that
of a very good, thoughtful host anticipating the needs of his guests” 12. Design for future adaptable
products will most certainly challenge designers, engineers and business developers, not only to
identify today's user needs, but also to broader imagination about future needs that can make the
product obsolete and thus increase business risks for the owner. Designing for adaptability will need a
different approach regarding several factors (Guiltinan, 2009) that today drive products to be obsolete;
aesthetical, social, functional, technical and economical factors as previously been discussed.
In a circular business model (CBM) a manufacturing company often retains ownership and sells

functions or performances. In such circular model, physical products must have the ability to adapt to
changing service content, be upgradable both technically and functional, as well as being socially and
aesthetically attractive in the long term. To change service content is often fast and cheap, while the
hardware, e.g. a vehicle component, is slow and more expensive to change.
General adaptable products (Gu et al., 2004) that can adapt to future unknown demands can minimize
product-related business risks. Depending on product category and type, different obsolescence
dimensions will be dominant. For example, for categories where fashion changes frequently as for
personal vehicles, aesthetical factors could be more important than for construction equipment.
In this section design methods from different fields will be discussed that will be beneficial when
designing general adaptable products.

12

http://www.hermanmiller.com/products/seating/multi-use-guest-chairs/eames-molded-fiberglass-chairs.html
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3.2.1. Scenario planning (for an unknown future)
At the moment it is not possible to accurately predict the future although in some areas there have
been great improvements. Current weather forecasts are pretty good for short periods like today and
tomorrow. Nevertheless, to predict weather a year ahead will probably never be possible due to the
“zillion” of variables that can change over that period. But the curiosity of thinking about the future is
imbedded in most humans.
According to Lindgren and Bandhold (2003) scenario planning has its roots mainly in Futurism (a social
movement in the 1920s), the future now thinking by Herman Kahn in the 1950s, and the strategic
planning field in 1970s. From 1960 onwards, large energy companies like Shell successfully used
scenario planning in strategic planning and the Club of Rome published Limits to growth with forecasts
of resource throughput based on economical and population growth (Meadows et al., 1972). The
report had a huge impact on the environmental awareness. During the 1990s the scenario-planning
field included disciplines as organizational learning (Senge, 1990) and started to be used on a broader
scale in organisations. Swedish Kairos future13, that for a long time has worked in future analysis,
emphasizes that managers need to speed up the process from (OODA) Observe, Orient, Decide and
Act, to their model TAIDA: “A framework for thinking about the future“14. In this model, they divided
scenario planning into five steps;
●
●
●
●
●

Tracking: trace changes and signs of threats and opportunities.
Analysing: analyse consequences and generate scenarios.
Imaging: identify possibilities and generate visions of what is desired.
Deciding: weigh up the information, identify choices and strategies.
Acting: set up short-term goals, take the first steps and follow up action

Goodyear Eagle 360 concept. For a very long time we
have been used to tyres being circular and attached
to a rim. But will tyres in the future be spherical and
connected to the car body by magnets? How can an
adaptable vehicle upgrade to such a technology?
And when can it be available on the market?
http://autohype.se/video-hur-goodyear-trordacken-kan-se-ut-framtiden/

To predict weather with good accuracy is possible for some days or maybe a
week, but for longer periods its gets difficult or impossible with the
calculation capacity available today. Long-time scenario planning will need
robust methods and tools be able to steer design and business development
in a desired and sustainable direction.

13

http://www.kairosfuture.com/se/

14

http://www.kairosfuture.com/se/publikationer/rapporter/taida-a-framework-for-thinking-of-the-future/
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3.2.2. Backcasting

“Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to."
"I don't much care where – "
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go.”
― Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Backcasting is a method to work with transformative social change on the basis of normative
statements about a desired future. The backcasting approach has its origins in the late 1960s and early
1970s, and was then linked to studies on energy policy with normative forecasting (Jansch, 1967). From
the 1990s backcasting came to be related with sustainability and creating sustainable futures
implemented in a wide variety of organisations around the world, from municipalities, manufacturing
companies, banks, hotel chains, etc.15. The backcasting method has been widely spread in Swedish
industry, mainly by the organization The Natural Step, based on research at Chalmers and Blekinge
Institute of Technology (Holmberg and Robert, 2000), that conducted a large amount of backcasting
processes in Swedish and international companies and organizations.
Backcasting starts by defining the future desired conditions or vision. The vision is formulated in
guiding principles, first-order principles of the envisioned outcome. In the second stage, the baseline
is analysed in comparison to system principles or criteria. In the third stage operational steps that are
needed to reach the outcome are determined. In the fourth stage those alternatives that can help the
organisation in the “right direction” in reaching a sustainable future and have a high degree of
flexibility are prioritized in an action plan (Holmberg and Robèrt, 2000).
When a strategy should be formulated while the future is uncertain and complex as with sustainability
challenges principles, backcasting can help organisations to focus on their long term challenges instead
of focusing on small incremental improvements. This helps the organisation to identify their major
gaps towards sustainability, formulating a transformative vision and solutions for systematically
moving towards their vision (Holmberg and Robèrt, 2000).
The organisation The Natural Step (2016) has developed a general framework and a method for using
backcasting in organisations of various sizes and branches; Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development” (FSSD, see Figure 7).

15

http://www.thenaturalstep.org/our-work/
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Figure 7: The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development is divided into four steps A-D. In step A, a common
understanding and a vision of a sustainable future is created. In step B, the current baseline in the organisation or for a specific
product are analysed in comparison to four system conditions. In the C step, solutions for reaching the vision is created. From
the future to the present. In the last step, D solutions are prioritized and an action plan is created (The Natural Step, 2016).

3.3.

Conclusions

The design strategies described above are all mentioned as prerequisite or useful approaches towards
sustainable products within a circular economy, although none of the papers reviewed provided
evidence of this. The research on design solutions is mostly conceptual and descriptive, lacking proof
of its overall effect on the environment. In some cases, even contradictory results are found.
It is however argued that each of the design strategies mentioned above might reduce the product
related business risks in circular business models. If OEMs get their products back for remanufacturing
and remarketing, the working of the product and demand for the product over the lifespan of the
product is crucial. The design strategies will help OEMs in designing product that are functioning and
attractive over longer period of times. The full economic and environmental impacts should however
be further researched before conclusions can be drawn.
A better understanding and consequent planning of future needs and requirements including how
these will be addressed with modular, upgradeable, and durable products will be beneficial for OEMs.
Various planning tools were discussed in this chapter that will help OEMs in assessing future
requirements, related obsolescence dimensions and associated business risks. It provides a starting
point for planning and designing future adaptable products. In the next chapter, the learnings of the
situational analysis of the participating companies are described, including the assessment how future
adaptable products can help them in producing more energy efficient products.
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Chapter 4: Situation analysis: current logics for business and design in
participating companies
This chapter describes the findings from the interviews and workshops with the four participating
companies regarding their current product and business model as well as their outlook towards
adaptable products and circular business models. The findings are generalised and anonymised for the
purpose of this public pre-study report.

4.1. General developments and trends in the vehicle industry
Three out of four companies participating in this study are manufacturing vehicles or vehicles’
components and accessories, e.g. passenger cars, construction equipment, and interiors. The fourth
company are a large user of heavy vehicles and machinery. The key characteristics of the four OEMs
are described in Table 6.

Innovation
speed
Product
characteristics /
purchase
decision criteria
Extent
of
circular
business

Company 1
B2B
Construction
equipment
Slow

Company 2
B2C
Passenger cars

Company 3
B2B
Vehicle interior

Fast

Slow

Company 4
B2B
Heavy-duty
vehicles
Slow

Durable
Functional

Durable
Aesthetics

Durable
Economic

Functional
Economic

Remanufacturing
established mainly
for spare parts and to
limited
extent
remanufacturing of
whole vehicles.

Leasing
is
increasing, limited
amount
of
remanufacturing
for spare parts.

No
remanufacturing
or reuse via OEM
(only C2C reuse).

Reuse
of
expensive
components.

Table 6: characteristics of participating companies

The key trends as described by the four OEMs is presented first, followed by the reasons of vehicle
obsolescence in the current market and the outlook how this could be improved in the future.
The four OEMs experience an increasing interest from customers for different types of service
agreements. Consequently, the interest of OEMs to develop service solutions is also increasing. In the
B2B sector, the so called “off book solutions” relieve actors from high on-off costs. The service
solutions transfer costs from buying new machines upfront to monthly payments via e.g. leasing,
maintenance agreements or responsibility for a performance (pay-per-use). Also within the B2C
market, more and more customers are giving priority to access to cars instead of owning one. Carpools,
mobility as a service, and autonomous vehicles are currently developed and rolled out. Keeping
products relevant for their existing and future customers is thereby a challenge. There is an increasing
need to work on the customer relationship during the usage period. Many customers are already
leasing vehicles and vehicle components today. This is however arranged by financial companies. The
OEMs could be involved in the leasing or service based business models to a further extent in the
future.
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Another trend is towards more ICT services that support the operators and fleet managers to operate
the vehicles more efficient. Adding services to the products allow OEMs to provide services that can
help improve the energy efficiency of the vehicle. However, it usually means that data on the vehicle
use need to be provided to the OEM, which is sensitive data.
Remanufacturing is established in the vehicle industry, although mainly for spare parts.
Remanufacturing prevents customers from buying cheap spare parts from third party suppliers and is
a way to strengthen the brand loyalty by keeping control over the quality of the product on the market.

4.2. Reasons for obsolescence in the vehicle sector
In the B2B vehicle sector the main reasons to discard a product or component are economically or
functionally motivated. New requirements needed to do the job will be the main reason for selecting
a new product. Questions whether to repair or buy a new machine are mainly assessed from an
economical point of view, i.e. what is the most cost effective strategy. In the B2C market, aesthetics
plays a much larger role in purchasing decisions. Passenger cars are a social marker to express
individuals’ identity or wealth. Buying decisions for passenger cars are more often related to meta
values for a certain brand then based on life cycle costs.
From a design perspective, different reasons exist why companies make improvements and upgrades
to an existing design or decide to discard the current design. In the B2B market, aesthetics of a product
might be less important than in the B2C market, yet regular upgrades to change the look of the product
are made. When buying a new vehicle or vehicle interior, customers want a modern product that look
different from previous models. As one company puts it: customers expect a lower price each year if
no update is made to the product and customers only accept the same or higher prices if the product
is a new design. To be able to offer modern products, continuously investing in product development
is needed.
Social reasons (e.g. changing emission legislations or a higher focus on ergonomics) also lead to design
changes. Customers are increasingly interested in the environmental point of view16, influenced by
political pressure (and consequent changes in procurement criteria) or due to personal motivations.
Lighter weighted solutions are more and more preferred. Functional and technical reasons are less
prevalent due to the slow innovation speed in most vehicle components. Nevertheless, changes in
design due to improved environmental performance or safety systems occur at moderate pace (every
one to ten years). Functions that are provided by competitors are also integrated in new designs where
needed. At last, economic reasons also lead to continuous improvements in the new designs.
Customers give increasingly greater attention to the aftersales value of the vehicle and the related
total cost of ownership. The focus of both the design and business department is however traditionally
on the first user.

4.3. Limitations and barriers for circular business models and adaptable
products
The OEMs experience difficulty in monitoring the product over its full lifecycle. The OEMs have
generally access to the product's condition and location during the first use, but once the product is
16

Note that an increased interest for the environmental performance of products does not necessarily mean
that customers are also increasingly willing to pay more for sustainable product.
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sold to its second or third user on the second hand market, the existence and condition of the product
becomes unknown to the OEM. This makes it difficult to get access to used products or to help in
extending the product life.
Another barrier is the costs. Remanufacturing involves a high degree of manual labour, which results
in some cases in higher costs for remanufacturing than manufacturing new. The disassembly costs can
be relatively expensive compared to the costs of material. A new design that makes it easier to
disassemble and remanufacture might however reduce these costs. A new design might also help
reducing current barriers in upgrading. Upgrades are not always easy or possible to implement in the
current existing vehicles. For example, electronic hardware in different on board systems are mostly
only readable and not possible to reprogram. This while consumer electronics change more rapidly
than vehicles and consumers might benefit of having access to upgrades. These design changes require
radical changes in the way of thinking. Durability and technological developments have to be viewed
from a different perspective. The relevance of the vehicle over a long time period becomes more
important, not only for the first but also for subsequent users. The focus currently lies on the first user
and there is no attempt to optimize the second hand value, nor to satisfy users in the second or third
use cycle. This will challenge the designers.
In addition, current certification and emission legislation prevents the recirculation of engines with a
better than original specification. Also with similar specifications, the resale potential might be limited.
When higher emission standards are in force, engines cannot be resold on the market and are often
downgraded and sold on other markets, often in developing countries. Closely linked are the barriers
for upgrading vehicles. Current certification does not allow major changes that can affect the vehicle’s
environmental performance, wheelbase, or other specific specifications.
The customer acceptance and behaviour related to adaptable vehicles is unclear. Will customers
accept if some parts in the vehicle are 20 years old while others are 2 months old? What if some
components have been used in several other vehicles? Will customers accept this as long as safety and
functionality are met? How often would customers want to change interior details if this was possible?
For low long time will it be interesting for a customer to keep a vehicle? Must upgrades be visible to
be accepted? A better understanding of customer requirements can help in designing long-lasting and
adaptable vehicles.
Adding services to the vehicle and giving the possibility to upgrade might also lead to new customers’
requirements. Specific wishes and requirements regarding the software might add additional risks,
especially if the developments in the software industry are fast. The software need to remain up to
date while customers are not necessarily willing to pay for the service and upgrades. Another risk is
the legislation around the data. The kind of data that can be stored is changing quickly and differs
between countries and even customers. OEMs have to make sure that they comply with all relevant
legislations.

4.4. Changes needed for adaptable products in a circular business model
The OEMs acknowledged that adaptable products could help them in improving energy efficiency of
their products, which also leads to lower energy costs during usage. Internal combustion engines could
for example be upgraded to an electrically powered drivetrain or an engine design that allows to use
different amounts of cylinders depending on the user’s needs at that particular moment. However,
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many questions arise; Could a six-cylinder engine be sold with only four cylinders active but with the
possibility to upgrade? Could cylinders physically be removed and electric motors added? How should
the engine be designed? And how will the customer react to such upgrade possibilities? Some lessons
can be learned from Tesla, whom gives the option to upgrade the battery at the moment of purchase
and use more engine power in the so-called ludicrous mode. The technical possibilities for adaptable
engines and other components and vehicles should be further investigated.
Hardware upgradeability also might mean that excess capacity is included in the car to provide
flexibility during the use phase. There might be problematic trade-offs between modularity,
productivity, and adaptability. For example, modular interfaces can add extra weight and reduce
loading weight of the vehicles. The full consequences of these excess capacity on the environment
should be assessed.
The on-board system today can already measure different parameters during use, but a machine that
is built for a prolonged and adaptable life will benefit from monitoring wear and material health in vital
supporting structures. The ability to track products today is limited and add costs to the OEM and/or
customer due to roaming charges. Customers can often choose to turn off positioning, but then
important information is lost regarding product status, geographical position, the ability to update
software, etc. In autonomous vehicles, component wear might be easier to predict and new
possibilities to lower component wear could be explored.
On fleet level, the utilization of vehicles can be assessed. Adaptable fleets can improve the vehicle
selection and therefore reduce costs and environmental consequences. Urbanization with denser city
areas are changing what types of vehicles can be used via regulations. Adaptable fleets can provide
the right functionality without unnecessary environmental impacts.
Future adaptable cars should be adaptable not only in the way we currently use cars (e.g. adaptability
between two users), but should also be adaptable to the changing future. Car sharing and carpools
might reduce the aesthetic requirements while mobility and communication requirements might
increase. Autonomous cars can require new adaptability requirements, for example the choice if
customers want to drive themselves or not. Vehicles that are designed for a long use should be
adaptable to these uncertain range of requirements that might be needed in the future.

4.5. Conclusions
Adaptable vehicles can contribute to reduced waste in production if reuse and remanufacturing of
components and whole vehicles is systematically implemented. Adaptable vehicles might also
contribute to a more energy efficient vehicle fleet, if the use of alternatively technology in adaptable
vehicles can be enabled via upgrades.
Based on the interviews and workshops it becomes obvious that there are many aspects that the
companies see as related to adaptability. Often mentioned was the fleet perspective where a more
efficient use of existing vehicles can be a way of reducing energy and cost. Also the use of different
fuels for vehicles is a form of adaptability where the vehicle, energy source, and infrastructure adapts
to new fuel types. Many barriers are however identified which will challenge OEMs in their way
towards adaptable vehicles, including technical solutions, user requirements and wishes, and
legislation. Adaptable design would mean radical changes in the design process which complicates the
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transition. Nevertheless, the OEMs also see the tremendous benefits of moving in this direction as a
way to improve the energy efficiency of vehicles.
Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

New customer behavior in B2C can enable new service offerings.
Off book solutions in B2B can enable functional and performance based sales.
An increased focus on modular and longer lasting platforms.
Calculation capacity in cloud instead of the vehicle can make future upgrades easier.
Fast changing ICT makes a more adaptable on board computing system interesting
A possibility to reuse tailormade valuable subsystems when updating trucks.
Backwards compatibility can enable new functionality that due to legislation will be needed
(for example auto brake systems on heavy trucks).

Main barriers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Current business models are based on sales of produced vehicles.
Need of financial capital for functional sales (i.e. ”we need a bank”).
Most revenues from the aftermarket with service spareparts and financial services.
Customers expect new functionality and aesthetics every year, otherwise they want to pay
less.
Hardware upgrades can be difficult if electrical actuators are locked.
Different life lengths between add-on modules and the vehicle itself. For example, after seven
years of use the waste compactors are typically worn out due to heavy loads and corrosive
biological waste that come into contact with the compactor. The truck could run much longer.
Low material values can make remanufacturing less profitable.
Tradeoffs between overall machine wear and components can prevent remanufacturing.
Emission and safety legislation often prevents upgrading of existing combustion engines.
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Chapter 5: Promising examples
This section describes some promising examples of products that enable product adaptability. At the
end of this section a summary is provided with the learnings and conclusions distilled from the best
practices.
As a way to categorize enablers for adaptability, the earlier described drivers for obsolescence are not
taken as starting point to enable product adaptability. The same driver that makes a product obsolete
can also be used to prevent obsolescence if taken into account in the design process for product
adaptability.
Aesthetical
enablers

Functional
enablers

Technical
enablers

Social
enablers

Economical
enablers

Emotional
attachment
(product/user)

Modularity

Durability

Platform
design

Serviceability

Access and
transparency
(open design)

Value recovery
(refurbish,
retrofitting
remanufacturing)

Controllable wear
(lifecycle history)

Co & user-driven
innovation

Contemporarity
(to keep the
product relevant
over time)
Product history
(provenance)

Upgradeability

Standardisation Rebuild and
remanufacturing
Access to
resources and
renewable energy

Upgradeability
independent
from legislation /
certification
Environment
awareness (OEM
/ customers)

Traceability
(position,
behaviour, history,
etc.)
Off book solutions
(enables PSS)
Responsibility (e.g.
OEM ownership)

Table 1 Enabling factors that today drives products to become obsolete, but used the other way around these factors might
prevent products becoming obsolete.:

The best practice examples below illustrate how different enablers for product adaptability can be
used in practice. Some of the selected products have been on the market for a long time while others
are still under development. The section ends with some promising examples from actors that
intentionally try to develop or has implemented circular business models.
The examples are based on a combination of personal interviews, study visits and public company
information available.
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5.1. Examples of promising examples for adaptability on product level
5.1.1. Emotional attachment / Design for “contemporarity”: Tesla Model S vs Audi A2

Tesla Model S and Audi A2 are examples of radical innovations in the automotive industry but with very different aesthetical approaches.
Audi A2 was designed for the new millennials with a characteristic design. When launched in 1999, it was seen as radical and become a
sign of novelty which it still is after 15 years.
The Tesla, on the other hand, has a very familiar design at first sight with other luxury cars like Jaguar. However, the Model S represents
a disruptive product, both in driving range and with embedded upgradeable functionality such as the autopilot, auto parking systems
etc.
The A2 did not attract enough customers (even though the car did not corrode with an aluminium chassis and was the most fuel efficient
car in the world). The production was halted already in 2005 but still many drive around, with their owners expressing a very strong
attachment to their cars.
One of the pioneers in the field of Industrial design, Raymond Lowey, developed what he called the “Maya principle” (Most Advanced
Yet Acceptable). The “may principle” means that new designs must not be that radical that customers feel alienated, or in different
words: ”If we don’t hit the right balance, our users won’t embrace nor buy our products” (Dam, 2015).
Whether the design of the Tesla model S has the potential to become classical and help to keep the car relevant for a long period is too
early to say (due to its short time on the market). But these examples illustrate two different approaches to create emotional
attachments, where the product sign created by the exterior design is an important enabler.
Image source: (left) www.gigaom.com (right) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audi_A2
http://www.gigaom.com/http://www.gigaom.com/

5.1.2. Modularization and platform design in the telecom industry: Google ARA

In recent years, several actors in the telecom industry have experimented with smartphone design with the intention to create
smartphones that are modular, upgradeable and easy to repair. The Google ARA project has been the most ambitious and most visible
one. https://atap.google.com/ara/https://atap.google.com/ara/
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Since the “Phoneblocks” concept that was proposed by Dutch designer Dave Hakkens in 2013, the trend of

modular phones is claimed by many actors and got “viral” on YouTube the following years. Google saw
that the interest for a modular smartphone was big enough to further develop a concept that started
at Motorola Mobility (which Google had bought in 201117). The development continued at Google’s
Advanced Technology and Projects group (ATAP) under the name ARA. However, during the time it has
taken for Google to develop and make the first ARA phone ready for launch for consumers, several
other actors had already released their modular phones, including Fair phone, Motorola, Samsung,
and LG as well as start-ups such as NextPaq and I-blades. Add-on modularity has been available for a
long time in the Telecom industry for accessories (Thoresson, 2016), but what is seen in the current
trend are more advanced functionality and, in some cases, different business models that can prolong
lifetime.

The phone blocks concept in 2013 revealed a
huge possible consumer interest in modular
and upgradeable consumer electronics. Since
then, several of the major smartphone
manufacturers has launched partly modular
phones.
Image: https://davehakkens.nl/projects/

Examples of some available smartphones that are partly modular Left: Motorola’s moto
Z18 with add on camera modules in collaboration with Hasselblad and JBL for high
quality image and sound experiences. Right: LG519 also with an add on camera.
Images: left www.dustinhome.se Right http://www.lg.com/us/mobilephones/g5#G5Modularity

The idea of the modular Google ARA phone started at Motorola´s head of design-research that felt
frustrated by constantly getting proposals from developers of new sensors and hardware to put into
the phones. Often, there was a very limited ability to implement new functionalities, where only a
maximum of one or two new functions were added per year. For external hardware developers, there
is a monopoly like situation between the largest manufacturers Samsung, Motorola, Apple, HTC, etc.
If the developers did not get the support of the manufacturers “you had no way to get it out on the
market”. The opposite is true for software apps where, “if you have an idea for an APP, you could do a
hackathon next weekend, and get things out in a couple of days”.
Google’s first intention with the ARA project was to build an open system for hardware developers
based on co-creation to develop and integrate new hardware modules as easy as software Apps. The
vision was “that everyone that had a great hardware idea could get it out to the world”. Compared to
the Phoneblocks concept (see section 3.1.1) that had a vision of prolonged lifetime from an ecological
standpoint, the ARA project had a larger focus on speeding up hardware innovation.

17

http://www.forbes.com/sites/gordonkelly/2014/02/10/how-google-used-motorola-to-smack-downsamsung-twice/#4ed51c7053ab
18
https://www.motorola.com/us/products/moto-z-droid19
http://www.lg.com/us/mobile-phones/g5#G5Modularity
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Rather immediately the ARA project faced difficult technical problems when trying to design a
hardware interface for, among others, data audio communication, in a system with separate and
removable modules. In the development of the software that would allow communication between
the phone's chipset and modules, the software called “Greybus” was made like a local internet and
allowed modules to be “hot swappable”20. There were also mechanical difficulties to keep the modules
in place, where electromagnets were used at first as an innovative way of locking modules into place.
Another challenge is described as a consumer aspect where most consumers are used to consume and
not to create. To create hardware modules for smartphones is not possible for everyone and during
the project Google saw that consumer behaviour could be an even larger problem than the
technological ones.
In the original design, ARA intended to have a frame (an endoskeleton) that would host exchangeable
hardware modules that provide common smartphone functions (such as main CPU, displays, batteries,
and cameras) as well as modules providing more specialized functionality (e.g. measure air quality,
radiation, advanced cameras, etc.) This allows the frame to be upgraded over time with new
capabilities and upgraded specifications without requiring the purchase of an entire new device. It
thereby provides a longer lifecycle for the device and potentially reducing electronic waste.
However, by 2016, the ARA concept had been revised to a base phone with non-upgradable core
components with the intention to launch new frames over time. Even if new frames would be
backwards compatible, the result would probably be that the target group of “techies” would upgrade
the frames to get better performance. During September 2016, just when the first developer editions
were to be shipped, the ARA project was suddenly halted by Google without any explanations why
(Love, 2016).

One of the prototypes of the project ARAs endoskeletons. Modules were
intended to be personalized in form, colour and patterning to create
individual phones by 3D printing.
Image: https://medium.com/moment-us/project-ara-co-creation-researchat-scale-50f787a3cebf#.gvq5m94n8

20

One of the main challenges with the ARA project was to
develop hardware interfaces and a software protocol
that would allow modules to communicate. It should be
replaceable without restarting the phone.
(hotswappable)
Image:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7mSSZ9CZKE

http://www.computerhope.com/jargon/h/hotswapp.htm
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Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●

A modular design made for exchangeable modules.
Open hardware and software protocols.
An intention to build a community of developers.
Backwards compatibility in new endoskeleton frames.
A possibility to customise modules by personal shape, colours and patterns by 3d printing.

Main barriers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●

The current design where the chipset (the main CPU) is integrated in the endoskeleton frame
does not allow upgrades of modules with better performance than the CPU allows.
No programs for returning used modules.
The ARAs target group of “techies” and initial intentions to scale up hardware innovation can
result in an increased development of modules that fast becomes e-waste.
The fast fashion changes in smartphone design could make the ARA phone look outdated.

Summary
Modularisation and platform design in combination with standardisation is a key enabler for making
products that are both easy and cost effective to produce, repair and with a possibility to upgrade with
new hardware. Standardised interfaces are central to allow modularisation. Traditionally
modularisation has mainly been production driven with the aim to reduce variations and thus produce
at lower costs (by splitting costs by sharing components in a product family). In design of adaptable
products, the consideration of the product’s modularity is critical. Standardised interfaces and open
hardware / software protocols as in the ARA project will challenge the business model. Other actors
can start to develop and produce hardware, can start remanufacturing, etc. In the case of ARA,
openness was the basic idea. Other manufacturers have developed more closed systems with modules
designed only for their phones in close collaboration with subcontractors (for example Hasselblad for
add-on camera-modules or JBL for speaker modules). There is an ongoing debate if the modular
smartphone trend actually will result in a prolonged life length of these phones or if it will speed up
the pace of smartphones being obsolete (Lowe, 2016).
For those manufacturers that have a very closed hardware and software system, a serious threat can
also be from actors like I-blades and Nextpaq that can plug into the current phones both physically and
virtually with add-on cases that add new functionality.
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5.1.3. Technical enablers, service and reparability, Fairphone and Ifixit 21

Repair and serviceability are strong enablers for
extending the functional life. For consumer
electronics, the trend is a decreasing lifespan for
many categories.
Image: www.fairphone.com

Ifixit is a NGO that builds a global community for helping people to repair stuff to
prolong product lives and to build knowledge. With their slogan “Let’s fix the
world, one device at a time”, Ifixit provides access to do it yourself information
about how to repair advanced consumer electronics. They further sell special tools
and spare parts needed for most repairs.
Image: https://www.ifixit.com/

Fair Phone is a Dutch company with ambitious goals to change the way smartphones are made
throughout the whole value-chain by designing long-lasting phones with fair recyclable materials and
reasonable working conditions. Fair Phone started their life in 2010 with a campaign about conflict
minerals and had since then transparency as a leading beacon in their operations and marketing. By
opening up the supply chain, Fair Phone wanted to start a discussion about where our consumer
products come from and how they are made. The first model, Fairphone 1, was launched in 2013 by a
group of five people and financed with pre-orders. At the launch of the second model (Fairphone 2) in
2016, Fair Phone had grown to about 50 people. Fair Phone claims that their second model was the
world’s first modular and fair smartphone. They have sold over 100 000 phones (both the Fairphone 1
and the Fairphone 2) by October 2016 (Fairphone, 2016a). Fairphone 2 is designed with a modular
setup where the phones components are easy to disassemble with standard tools by the users
themselves. The outer case functions as a shell that keeps the components in place. Ifixit, a NGO that
publishes repair instructions of consumer electronics for free, ranked Fairphone 2 as easiest to repair
of all major smartphones models on the market in 2016 (Ifixit, 2016).
As Fair Phone encourages their customers to keep their phones for a long time, they have a very
unusual price policy for spare parts with very low margins to give customers incentives to repair.
Fairphone 2 can be bought as spare parts that can be assembled by the customer and will cost about
10€ more than buying a complete assembled phone. The initial vision was that spare parts would
become cheaper as the phone gets older, but this would require overcharging the customer at the first
purchase and was therefore abandoned.

21

This case is mainly based on a personal interview, a study visit to Fairphone, and available
information on Fair Phone’s comprehensive website: www.fairphone.com/
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With the second Fairphone model, Fair Phone had the intention that the phone should last at least 5
years and components are chosen with that time frame in mind even though there are many
uncertainties. For example, Fair Phone has made the assumption that a display size of 15 inch with a
full HD resolution with 446 PPI would be enough during that time period. Some smartphones already
have much more with some models having 4K resolution, although there are doubts if the human eye
can recognize the difference (see for example Dolcourt and Katzmaier, 2015).
Despite that the components are easy to exchange if damaged, Fair Phone has not managed to make
components upgradeable in model 2. The main reason for this is the design of the chipset that sets the
compatibility with other components such as the camera etc. However, an extra USB port was added
for the possibility to use external hardware modules unknown at first launch and developed by others
or by Fair Phone. For example, a smart case could be developed if customers will demand support for
extra battery, wireless charging, new payment methods, etc. The modules are made with recyclability
in mind and are rather easy to separate, according to Fair Phone. Fair Phone also launched a recycling
program in 2014 where used phones can be send to their partner Teqcycle for recycling (Fairphone,
2016b). Fair Phone pays for the shipping from most EU countries and also takes back products from
other phones brands.

The teardown of Fairphone 2 by Ifixit where they gave
Fairphone 2 10 out of 10 points in repairability score (10 is
easiest to repair).
Image: ifixit.org

The Fairphone 2 is designed for easy repair by the users themselves with
markers for screws and easy identification of modules.
Image: ifixit.org

Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Modular design made for longevity for at least 5 years.
A price policy for spare parts that give users economic incentives to repair themselves instead
of buying new.
Suppliers of spare parts are contracted for three years after last day of sales. This means five
years – because Fairphone need to have the phone on the market for two years to pay back
their investments.
Open software (android) that is accessible for developers.
Robust casing and integrated back cover minimises damages from drops.
A slot for expandable memory and 2 sim cards which can reduce the need for an extra phone.
Expansion port for future applications from 3rd partners.
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Main barriers for adaptability
●
●
●

Current design of chipset (the main processor) does not allow upgrade of modules to better
performance. Only exchange of parts that meet original specifications.
New standards of e.g connections like for wireless headsets, etc.
Fast fashion changes in smartphone design could make Fairphone look outdated.

Summary
Fairphone has shown that it is possible with small resources to design a phone with an improved
business logic (Fairphone 1) and modular smartphone (Fairphone 2) that can have a longer life than
the average in the smartphone industry. They also showed that it is possible to build a strong customer
commitment to support their way of doing business. Despite that Fairphone has the ability to start
selling functions and keep ownership of their products, they have not considered a fully circular
business model as their main mission is “to increase the group of ethical consumers” which can affect
other industries as well. Fair Phone has launched a take back program that aims to refurbish phones
instead of material recycling. Most likely, Fair Phone will test more ways of closing materials loops and
will offer update solutions for phones already on the market in the coming years.

5.1.4. Social enablers: co creation and micro production as competitive advantage
Local Motors and initial phases in Google ARA

Local Motors is a start-up company with the aim to disrupt current ways of designing and producing vehicles. With co-creation,
standard components, 3D printing and small scale production plants (micro production), Local Motors aims to shorten development
time, reduce cost and create alternative vehicles intended for both private use and use in MaaS services. The image shows Local Motor’s
concept for autonomous shuttle vehicle “Ollie” that are under prototype testing in 2016. Image: Azra Habibovic

In large organisations, new product development (NPD) often challenges the existing way of thinking,
while for start-up companies, it could be extremely challenging due to lack of personnel and
economical resources. When designing future adaptable products for an unknown future, the process
could be extremely complex and might add costs that seems unnecessary at first hand but can lead to
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cost savings on the long term. This is often referred to as over-engineering, which is something to be
avoided in traditional NPD.
However, with co-creation, both in the development phase and during further development in the
product use phase, there could be a large engagement among developers and users which can provide
the foundation for user testing during development. It further might lead to higher commitment to
maintain products for longer periods and to develop the products further once on the market. This is
visible in e.g. small private clubs that restore and preserve knowledge of old products like sailboats
and cars. Another example is open-source software development communities, where e.g. Fair Phone
have made agreements with the Unbutu community to keep FairPhones going on Ubuntu operation
systems in case FairPhone as a company would disappear in the future (see section 5.1.3). Co-creation
has been an emerging way to speed up development and to create engagement both in large and small
organisations. The following example illustrates how the automotive producer Local Motors and
Google uses co-creation to facilitate innovation processes.
Local Motors is a start-up company with the aim to disrupt current ways to design and produce
vehicles, via co-creation, standard components, 3D printing and small scale production plants (micro
production). Local Motors aims to shorten development time, reduce cost and create alternative
vehicles intended for both private use and use in MaaS services.
Product adaptability is described as a “key thing” for Local Motors and they have since their start in
2008 developed a series of vehicles as the “Rally fighter” for the US Army, the first 3D printed car, and
Ollie that is an autonomous electric shuttle. Local Motors has, since the start, systematically used large
scale co-creation to tackle the problems which need different competencies in different task with a
“static team”. Local Motors has developed a digital platform “First Build”22 for co-creation where they
present challenges. The platform is open for everyone around the world with different perspectives
and competences. Local Motors claims to have more than 50 000 community members in their
platform which is both a digital platform and an offshoot in a physical makerspace located in Louisville.
“First build” collaborates with GE appliances with a focus on kitchen appliances while Local Motors has
a mobility focus, but both share the same co-creation process and micro production vision.
In practice, the co-creation process in Local Motors works on different levels, both (as they describe
as) “vertical” and “physical”. On the vertical side, there is the online platform that support Local
Motor´s organisation in getting the right peoples and competences to link up with Local Motor´s
internal groups working with different tasks. On the physical side, there are the micro factories where
people can participate in the practical prototyping and production.
Local Motor is facilitating their co-creation process in four main design and production steps; inspire,
ideate, develop and build. In the first step, inspire, Local Motor defines the challenges they want to
solve. Here they described that the most important part is setting clear goals for the missions, as
participators otherwise comes in with their answers as well as their own personal motives which can
lead to many different directions. In the inspire stage, there could be 1000s of participators.

22

https://firstbuild.com/
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In the ideation stage, a sorting of proposals is done for further development. Around 100 participants
are usually involved in this stage. In the development phase a voting process selects the ideas that
shall be further developed and then realized in the build phase where functional prototypes are made
and tested. Local Motor has a vision of producing vehicles in micro factories that by digital and additive
manufacturing technologies (such as 3D printing) can be fast and cost effective and allow shorter runs
in production than in conventional automotive production that is dependent on expensive tooling for
sheet metal stamping etc. With 3D printing, Local Motor has proven that is possible to produce small
cars, with the LM3D as first attempt to make a car out of standard components and with 3D printed
chassis components. In Local Motor’s autonomous shuttle Ollie that during 2016 is under prototype
testing, 3D printing is used for producing moulds for making exterior details which would otherwise be
too time consuming and costly.
In the build process, there may not be more people involved than in traditional companies
development processes, but Local Motor claims that their teams can be much more dynamic with use
of co-creation. Openness is essential and everything uploaded on the platform is protected by creative
commons licence23 where contributors retain ownership of their intellectual properties. Contributors
become intellectual investors. People submit their idea after which they cannot claim ownership of
intellectual property until Local Motor uses a piece of the intellectual property in development. For
patents, it is the element of when the information has been publicly available and this creates
problems. Local Motor is trying to move away from patents as it might block innovations. Instead, they
try to create a more adaptable and faster way of getting ideas to market. The value of the intellectual
property is retained and trackable and the contributor can disclose it right away. However, this can
end up with contributors owning a smaller part of the idea, but the speed is greater and could be easier
than to try to create value in “secrecy” on your own.
Local Motor tried to measure the time in their process compared to traditional development based on
their prior projects of complete vehicles. Where their process has taken approximately 2 years, the
development process in traditional automotive industry is claimed to be 5 years. Local Motor gets
around 200 entries from individual designers over a 6-week period of which Local Motor does not own
the intellectual property but has the option to buy it. If a traditional company would get the same
amount of ideas, it would probably be more time consuming and more expensive.
During the use phase, Local Motor sees a possibility to further use the co-creation community. One
way is to use the community as a large user group that can test vehicle prototypes. The users of the
vehicle can feed information to Local Motor through embedded sensors. For example, user experience
feedback in autonomous shuttles can help Local Motor improve driving behaviour, like adapting speed,
taking curves more smoothly, etc.

23

https://creativecommons.org/
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Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●
●

A modular design made for exchangeable modules.
Open hardware and software protocols.
An intention to build a community of developers.
The possibility to customize modules by personal shape, colours and patterns via 3D printing.
Possible circular business model with retained product ownership.
Intellectual property investors that want to realize products.

Main barriers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●

Facilitate the co-creation process in the right direction and maintaining interest in
development community.
Financial issues when selling functions.
Technical limitations in additive manufacturing technologies (quality, time, costs).
Scale-up of production.

Summary
Co-creation can be a powerful enabler for adaptability, both in speeding up and tackling an increased
complexity, within early design, development phases, industrialization, product introduction, and
when new needs arises from the market. With a large community that is engaged and committed to
the products, who want them to last and adapt to their changing needs and wishes, there is a potential
for lower business risk during development (e.g. via getting paying customers from the start) and get
intellectual property investors that can get return of their investments. It further provides access to
customers for user testing that can validate in how far the value proposition meets customers’ needs,
the physical products themselves, and the entire business model.
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5.1.5. Remanufacturing and rebuild of construction equipment at Caterpillar and VCE24

Remanufacturing of components and rebuild of entire construction machines is well established at most construction equipment
manufacturers. Machines that have been in heavy use in approximately 10 000 hours are usually rebuilt for a “fraction” of the cost of a
new. By reusing old engines, up to 66% of the energy consumed in the production stage can be saved (Adler et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2014).
The images are snaps chats from movies that document different stages in the rebuild process at a Caterpillar rebuilder (left) and Volvo
Construction Equipment rebuilder (right). A rebuild process can take 8-12 weeks.
Images: Left: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcbadjBDGZc Right: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZNHVKZHmTU
http://www.volvoce.com/dealers/en-gb/vcegb/partsservice/Volvo_Certified_Rebuild/Pages/Introduction.aspx

As described in section 6.1.3 remanufacturing can give environmental advantages with energy savings
of more than 50% compared to producing new and is well established in the construction machine
industry. A remanufactured product is restored to its original specifications and in some cases to even
better performance. Some OEMs in the automotive industry as Volvo has been doing remanufacturing
of some vehicle components since the 1940s. Volvo construction Equipment and Caterpillar have a
well-established remanufacturing and rebuild service, where a construction machine’s major and most
expensive components like the diesel engine, transmission, axels and hydraulic system can be
remanufactured separately and offered as spare parts. In addition, whole machines are rebuilt. In most
cases, a machine can be rebuilt two times and to some extent can be upgraded with new components
and functionality during the rebuild process.
When buying a remanufactured component, customers pay a price which always is lower than their
new counterpart but in addition they pay a fee for the used component (core). In total, this amount
can be higher than the new component, but if the customer returns the dirty core the latter will be
paid back. Rebuilding a complete machine can often to be done at “a fraction of a cost” or at 60-70%
for a Caterpillar machine. Rebuilding a machine can be needed from approximately 10 000 hours which
could occur from 5 to 6 years of usage. In very corrosive environments, after 2 years a rebuild might
be needed. A rebuild process usually consists of a sequence of standardized steps that starts with an
initial inspection where the usage data will be analysed as this gives important information regarding
possible wear. The machines are then totally dismantled, cleaned and inspected by guidelines from
the OEMs that specify acceptable tolerances and give instructions on how to identify visual damage as
cracks that can result to later fatigue in load carrying components. Components that are
remanufactured at other plants (for example, diesel engines) are tested for quality before being
24

This case is mainly based on personal interviews with Volvo Construction Equipment and a 3rd party
Caterpillar rebuilder in the US in 2016 and is further complemented with data from
http://www.volvoce.com/dealers/en-gb/vcegb/partsservice/Volvo_Certified_Rebuild/Pages/Introduction.aspx
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shipped to rebuilders. Some testing of separate subsystems is done at the rebuilders site (hydraulic
pumps, etc.). Machines are then reassembled, tested and finally they get a new serial number. In some
cases load bearing components as the frame or shoulders that have cracks can be reinforced with a
welded cast that could be stronger than the original construction.

Steps in a remanufacturing process. The process can differ
in steps and its order among different actors but it
illustrates the overall process for a component or a whole
machine.
Image: https://www.remanufacturing.eu/themes/process/

In a rebuild process, detailed guidelines give the operator instructions on
how to judge if a component shall be replaced due to damage or fatigue.
Image: https://avspare.com/catalog/cat/content/SEHS93100001/

New functionality can to certain limits be added. For example, axle coolers if the geographical area of
a machine will change, air suspension for driver seats, energy efficient LED lights, rear-view cameras,
etc. Digital support tools can also be added if the machine has the necessary sensors already installed.
For machines used in very corrosive environments, a rewiring of the electrical system may also be
needed. There are also some possibilities to upgrade major components like existing diesel engines
with better particle filters25. However, this is described as a short term “band aid” solution. Usually a
whole new engine type is needed and a recertification process has to be carried out if that engine is
reinstalled in an older machine. Retrofitting in the US market requires recertification from the OEM;
the retrofitted machine must be compliant to the new Tier standard.
For electrical drivetrains there are (theoretically) much higher potentials for keeping a construction
machine in use over a long period of time than for a diesel engine. Both from a certification and
legislation perspective, but also from a durability perspective with less complexity in the drive train.
However, this electrification demands updated knowledge for rebuilders
When machines reach 30 000 hours of use or beyond, they start to reach the end of its economic life.
If machines are judged to be in too bad condition or too expensive to rebuild, the common end-of-life
scenario is downgrading or scrapping. If downgraded, sensitive and costly equipment is removed like
exhaust after treatment systems, which lowers the emissions standards. Downgraded machines are
usually exported to less regulated markets. Downcycling of machines will increase product life but this
might be at the expense of the environment due to use of less clean fuels and without emission
treatment. Machines may also be serviced less regularly and repaired with what spare parts are
available.

25

This is possible on the US market but not in Europe
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Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A possibility to rebuild machines to original specifications for at least two life cycles.
Components that has been updated due to quality problems are usually upgraded.
Some machines can be upgraded with new components, e.g. axle coolers, rear view cameras
etc.
Customers want to use their machines as cost effective as possible.
The used parts (cores) have a value which reduces the costs of purchasing new components.
If some reman activities can be done on site, the cost for return logistics can be reduced.
Customer often get attached to their machines.
Construction machines mostly consist of metals where material recycling is well established.

Barriers for adaptability and circularity
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Machines can be rebuilt to original specifications, but there are limitations in the ability to
upgrade to new functionality e.g. autonomous driving or due to legislation as automatic
braking systems or better emission controls.
The focus in design and product development currently lies on the first and second machine
user. To optimize machines for several use cycles will challenge the current business model.
Expensive machinery has usually very high maintenance costs and are often downcycled
instead of rebuilt or upgraded.
The labour costs during the remanufacturing process for inspection, disassembly, and
assembly cost can be relatively expensive compared to the costs of material.
Return logistics to rebuilders can be a large part of the costs for heavy construction equipment.
At some point over the use phase the wear of the machines metal frame and structural
components will make remanufacturing too costly or risky due to increased risks of fatigue in
in the load carrying metal components as lifting arms etc.
At the end-of-life it is difficult to balance cost for replacement against rebuild of a machine.
For safety reasons components with uncertainties or whole machines are usually scrapped
while still some of its components can get a next life as remanufactured spare parts.

Summary
Remanufacturing can save a significant part of the embodied energy in products as well as reduce
costs. A rebuild process usually sets the machine back to its original specifications with the same
environmental impact for another lifecycle. Common end-of-life scenarios as downgrading of
machines to lower emissions standards and export to less regulated markets will prolong the life length
but perhaps with increased local environment problems.
If new drivetrain technology can be added in a rebuild process such as e.g. an upgrade to electrical
drive, the potential for radical energy efficiency is much higher. Main challenges however are today's
vehicle architecture that are designed around a diesel engine as well as to support machines with
electricity from the grid or from on-board batteries.
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5.1.6. Technical enablers: standardization in the bicycle industry: Bike ID

ISO, the international standardization organisation, wants with this
infographic draw attention to the current standards for bikes. Standards
that specifies dimensions, tolerances and safety requirements, making
components from different manufactures possible and easy to combine.
Image:www.iso.org

The invention of the pipe wrench and the wrench was
driven by the inventor, JP Johansson, irritation of lack of
standardised nuts and bolts
Image: (Karlsson and Erseus, 2003)

Standardisation has during the industrialisation been a strong enabler for scaling up productivity and
reducing complexity. An illustration of this is the invention of the classical pipe wrench versus the
wrench that was invented by Johan Petter Johansson due to the problems he faced as a repairman
with varying dimensions of bolt heads at that time.
Even though it is argued that standardisation locks in certain technologies and prevents innovation, it
also could be a strong enabler to carry on information needed for keeping products running for a long
time and to upgrade products. For small actors with limited economical and personnel resources,
standardisation also offers the possibility to buy components from a wide variety of suppliers that can
deliver in various quantities which will lower the costs and make investments in own tooling
unnecessary.
The rules that standardised components represent can be seen as building blocks that can spark
creativity and innovation, as e.g. described in the Google Ara case. The following case describes how
standardisation has enabled innovation and attractive design in the bike industry.
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´
The bike industry is built upon modular components that has been standardized to a high degree since a long time. Modularity with
standardised interfaces for components are key enabler for bike OEMs to be able to manufacture products. For small OEMs, standard
components are crucial to avoid huge investments. Bike ID is an example of a small Swedish bicycle OEM that design and assembly
bikes with a distinguishing design based on standard components. Image: Thomas Nyström

Bike ID was established in 2009 from a lack for a bike “cultural brand” in Stockholm that is common in
major cities around Europe and in north America. Bike ID consists of two people and sees their vision
as to be part in an emerging bicycle culture where the bicycle is much more than a tool for commuting
and exercise. It is a way to express personality and to build strong product attachments by differencing
design (Hekkert, 2008).
Bike ID has managed to build a strong identity with characteristics as clean design and experiments
with eye catching surface treatments like chromium or clear coated untreated metal frames. Several
of their models are equipped with brooks leather saddles and leather handles that give the bike a
combination of modern and classic look. Accessories as load racks and fenders are integrated in the
design unlike many other bike OEMs that leave this to the reseller and 3rd part manufactures or
customers themselves to choose. This often result in less unique expression.
Due to the enormous offer of standardised components on the world market, Bike ID can easily get
access to components of different price quality in small series without the need to invest in expensive
tooling. Bike ID tries to manufacture the best possible product for a specific target price, with a price
span is between 600 and 800 €. They use a standard automatic gear hub that cost about 100 €. With a
very simple design with automatic gears without any wires and cabling, maintenance costs are kept
low for the users.
The frames are the only component Bike ID designs themselves but without the need for investments
in tooling as they use steel tubes with no double curved surfaces. The frame is based on the classical
“double diamond frame” that has been around for more than 100 years and probably will be for many
years to come. Bike ID use steel frames due to the specific feeling of stiffness and suspension from the
steel tubes. Steel frames are much easier to repair than aluminium or carbon fibre. Today, there are
very few repair shops for carbon fibre frames in Sweden. The frames are produced in Taiwan and put
together with other components manually in the showroom in Stockholm. Bikes are sold in
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combination with other accessories for fashion conscious bikers, on internet or in the showroom.
Customers can to a high degree personalise their bikes.
By using standardised components with universal interfaces, the bicycle industry is an example on how
an industry with a high degree of standardisation can develop over a long period of time and still be
able to innovate. The bicycle industry is one of the oldest that has had international standards where
some interfaces have been the same for over 50 years (Galvin and Morkel, 2001).

Small actors selling niche bikes is
commonplace in cities where biking
is well established, e.g. Amsterdam,
Copenhagen among others.
Image: Thomas Nyström

The “double diamond” frame that Bike ID uses for
most of its models has basically looked the same
since the late 1800s. With small incremental
changes in pipe profiles and choice of material
different driver experiences can be achieved.
Image: Thomas Nyström

Standardised components make small
scale production of bikes possible
without need for investments in tooling.
Image: Thomas Nyström

Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

●

Eye catching surface treatments like chromium or clear coated untreated metal frames can
with small adjustments make bikes look contemporary.
Classical components as brooks leather saddles has been in production for over 100 years and
gives a combination of modern and classic look that can make the bikes relevant for a long
time.
Accessories as load racks and fenders are integrated in the design unlike many other bike
OEMs that leave this to the reseller and 3rd part manufactures. This often result in less unique
expression.
Upgrades with accessories are seldom a problem due to standardised dimensions and as long
as the frame has fastening points.
Steel frames are easier to repair that aluminium and carbon fibre frames.
Bikes in the Bike ID segment are less sensitive to technology changes than in other.
Automatic 2 step gear hub gives ease of use and need little maintenance. No gear shifts and
cables are needed which reduces production time and makes service extremely simple.
Upgrade to more gears is possible if a new gear hub is mounted.
Frames and handlebars can be modified in different heights within certain limits
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Main barriers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●
●

Functional aspects seem to be of less important than the look and feel aspects.
If the company follow short fashion trends there is a risk that the bikes become aesthetically
obsolete.
If the company increases low price competition it might result in too fast degradation e.g. due
to bad rust protection, the bicycles will wear down in a Swedish corrosive climate.
Focus in design and product development currently lies on the first user. To optimize bikes for
several use cycles will challenge the fashion driven design philosophy.
Customers want to buy several bikes for different fashion looks instead of one that can meet
all needs.
Used bike parts have low value and remanufacturing is not established in the bike industry.

Summary
Bike ID is part in a trend towards a biking cultural lifestyle. This is a trend that has been on the rise
around the world for a long time and is growing. A growing bike culture has the potential to make more
people willing to change transportation modes to energy efficient biking, especially in big cities.
Bike ID is mainly chosen as an example to illustrate how standardisation can spur creativity and create
nice products that can result in strong product attachments. However, the standardisation and huge
variety of component qualities makes it difficult for consumers to judge between price and quality.
Like in other fashion driven industries, the fashion component is often a major part in the price tag and
will not always result in longer product life. An example of this is shown in the picture above of a clear
coated metal frame that at first sight can be mistaken for a stainless steel frame which would be very
suitable in a Swedish corrosive winter climate with road salt. With a clear-coated common steel frame,
corrosion will be extensive for every damage in the coating.
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5.1.7. Economical enablers; reuse of batteries from electric busses in Gothenburg

A used battery from an electrical Volvo bus will be tested as storage for surplus solar energy to cut power peaks in a new sustainable
housing area that will be built in Gothenburg during 2018. When the capacity of the bus battery is down to 80% after approximately
three years of intense use in city traffic, it is estimated that the battery can serve another 10 years in a building due to different charge
cycles. According to a study by Powecircle (2016) a battery with a capacity of 0.8-1.3 kwh can cut power peaks in an apartment house
with 40% with a payback time of 5-7years.
Images: http://www.goteborgelectricity.se Right: www.riksbyggen.se

5.1.8. Desso: A pioneer company with Cradle to cradle design

Desso is a Dutch carpet manufacturer that has
been one of the pioneer companies trying to
implement the Cradle to Cradle philosophy in its
value chain. Today approximately 90% of their
tiles are C2C certified.
Image: Thomas Nyström

The carpet tiles are designed based on cradle to cradle principles with a carefully
selected material palette that is non-toxic, partly based on renewable materials,
and with the possibility to recycle the non-renewable materials several times
through re-polymerization without losing material properties.
Image: Desso

Desso is a Dutch carpet tile manufacturer that during the 1990s has been well known as one of the
pioneer companies trying to implement the Cradle to Cradle philosophy in its products and business.
Desso is since 2015 a part in the Tarkett group with more than 12 000 employees. It is well documented
how Desso’s CEO with the help of William McDonough and Michael Braungart transformed the
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thinking and moved the carpet production at Desso from a chemical intensive linear production
towards was what claimed to be a less chemical intensive and with the ability to create closed material
loops (McDonough and Braungart, 2002). Desso has developed a material palette that consists of a
limited range of textile materials with Polyamide 6 as the preferred material. They further use biobased
back coatings that are made with biobased Polyolefin and dyes which are compatible with technical
and biological cycles. Desso has a range of wool and experiments with biobased materials but there
main focus is on technical materials due to the high demands for durability and wear in public
environments. The reason for still using Bitumen is mainly that it is cheap (the carpet industry is under
price pressure) and makes each tile very stable on the floors for a very long time.
Today approximately 90% of their products are C2C certified, some of which at the gold level during
2017. Today the Ecobased range with Polyolefin backings accounts for 30% of the total sales. However,
the internal goal is to only sell tiles with Ecobased backings in 2018. The Ecobased backing makes the
tiles 5% more expensive and some markets in Eastern Europe and the United Kingdom are hesitant to
pay more for bio based tiles. However, new technology as backlighting with led lights for guidance and
personalized corporate information directly in the floor level is only possible with the white biobased
backing. The Ecobased products could therefore become more attractive if these new technologies
will become mainstream.
Desso’s circular model is mainly based on material recycling of technical nutrients although they are
currently investigating reuse. The carpet tiles are designed based on C2C principles where textile
materials and its ingredients have been carefully chosen to be recyclable with small losses in material
quality. Polyamide 6 is used as the preferred material due to wear resistance and the possibility to
repolymerize without losses in material quality. Their Ecobased backing is made from polyolefin and
chalk.
Desso has a takeback service where they take care of a customer’s old carpets when buying new. The
old carpets are returned to the factory for mechanical disassembly. Desso’s own products are glued to
the floor with a removable glue that makes removing easy for future dismantling. Desso does not
receive their own C2C compatible carpets back yet, but they expect this within a couple of years. The
customers are not charged for the take back system, as the service is included in the total offer.
Desso has also developed an automatic process to separate textile flooring being used today. Their
process can physically divide carpets into bitumen, polyamide and chalk. The polyamide is sent to their
yarn manufacturer Aquafil26 for repolymerization. Aquafil also adds other sources of polyamide from
fishnets etc. in the process. According to Desso, polyamide 6 is possible to circulate in 40 loops before
the quality gets too low. The bitumen from old carpets is reused in road construction and the chalk is
used in production of new ecobased backings. Desso also buys chalk that is a residue from public water
cleaning.
Desso has further a goal that 100% of their production shall be run by renewable sources in 2020.

26

http://www.aquafil.com/#
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Desso is determent to phase out nonrenewable materials as bitumen in their
carpets and they are on its way with
approximately. 30% biobased backings.
The image shows tools used in the
production line with clear traces of the
polyolefin backings (light) and bitumen
backings (black).

For the yarns, Desso mainly use polyamide 6
that is very durable against wear. In a
repolymerisation process at the yarn supplier,
used polyamide yarns can be restored to
original material specifications in several
loops. Additional sources of polyamide are also
added in the process from e.g. used fishnets.
Image: Thomas Nyström

Image: Thomas Nyström

Desso takes back used carpets from other
brands when customers change to Desso
products. If these carpets are made of
polyamide 6 yarns with bitumen
backings, they can be separated at
Desso’s plant and are then sent for new
yarn production (polyamide) and become
part in road construction (bitumen).
Image: Thomas Nyström

Desso offered for a long time the possibility to buy flooring as a function, but they describe the market
as very hesitant and not used to buy this way. Main reasons for this is that there are several budgets
for purchase, redecoration, and maintenance at the customer side. Desso described that an offering
to pay per month often increased complexity and slowed down the purchase process. However, during
2017, Desso will relaunch and expand the possibilities to buy functions in the Benelux countries. The
part of today’s sales that is functional based is very little (no figure is available). Services as takeback
are used in the negotiation to make a stronger business offering.

Main enablers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●

Products designed for recirculation.
Desso offers the possibility to measure load and amount of movements over carpets.
The C2C carpets can be traced to the first customers and thus make future retake easier.
Functional or performance based sales could create drivers for making the tiles more wear
resistant or reusable without need for material recycling after first usage phase.
A value driven approach towards sustainability keeps the company on a steady path and build
a strong brand.

Main barriers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●

Traditional sales with different budgets at the customers.
Customers buying for lowest price in a competitive market makes it difficult to sell the C2C
certified products to large projects.
Low oil prices make it harder to phase out bitumen as backing material.
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Summary:
Desso has high stated ambitions to be a 100% circular company and they have for many years
experimented with Cradle to Cradle designs and have processes ready for material circulation. Even if
the business model is still based on traditional sales, Desso is slowly moving towards their goals.

5.1.9. LED Lease, light as a service

LED Lease is Dutch start up that wants to be a forerunner in in
a circular economy. LED Lease designs and specifies their own
lightning fixtures for as long life as possible and takes care of
installation, maintenance, upgradeability and recycling.
Customer pay per Lux in a monthly subscription.
Image: http://ledlease.com/en/Technology.aspx

An installation in a parking garage in central Amsterdam with 5km of
lightning fixtures where LedLease sells functional services with a
contract period for 10 years. LED Lease claims that energy in the use
phase can be reduced with 50- 75% compared to traditional
installations.
Image:Thomas Nyström

LED Lease is Dutch company that since their start in 2010 wants to be seen as a forerunner of circular
economy. LED Lease gives their customers the option to pay per amount of light, i.e. “Pay per LUX”,
instead of buying and owning lightning fixtures and light sources which is the most dominating model
in the property business today. LED Lease owns their installations and takes responsibility for the
customers’ total needs of lightning quality over time with all service included. LED Lease has developed
their own lightning fixtures that are optimised for their circular business model.
Their reason for starting with functional sales was a market barrier six years ago with scepticism from
potential customers to change to LED technology in commercial buildings.
LED Lease’s main focus area is industry, including production lines, parking garages and outdoor
lightning in apartment houses. LED Lease offers lightning contracts for 10 years and LED Lease´s
customers primary see lower costs from energy savings as the main reason to buy LED Lease’s services.
But LED Lease also has a circular and social component in their business model. Their products are
specified for energy efficient use, reuse, easy repair, and recycling and they work with installation and
service personnel that were far from the labour market. The circular and social component together
with guaranteed energy savings and a fixed price for light can make LED Lease’s offerings attractive.
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LED Lease charges their customers a monthly fee for the light service but the customers pay separately
for their usage of electricity for transparency reasons. However, it also lowers LED Lease’s business
risks. Service and monitoring of the installation is included in the subscription and if customer do not
pay, LED Lease has the technical possibility to turn off the lights from remote. Vandalism has occurred
but LED Lease can easy detect fixtures that are broken or missing.
LED Lease described that there is and has been a struggle to sell functional offerings. Challenges are
e.g. that the electricity cost for lightning installations are very small part of the total operation cost in
large commercial buildings. Usually LED Lease’s customer do not do life cycle costing which makes the
comparison with traditional sales difficult. Today, LED Lease only has contracts with private companies
as they describe sales to public actors as difficult since functional sales does usually not fit with the
procurement criteria. As a start-up, they now focus on the private sector as they see an increasing
interest for LED Lease’s services. LED Lease also sells lighting fixtures if customers want to run their
own installations.
The fixtures have a modular design that has been specified by LED Lease. The products main material
is aluminium profiles, polycarbonate, and electronics. The fixtures are designed to be easy to assemble
and mount by unskilled workers. Certified electricians are only needed for connecting each series of
fixtures to the grid. The product reflects the circular components with clip fasteners and with a
modular design where modules are scalable up to 2.7 meter per module and can be connected to build
very long continuous installations. LED Lease has tried to push their suppliers of drive electronics to
more durable designs but has not fully managed yet. The suppliers usually respond “that is only your
company that wants this”. Nevertheless, LED Lease has managed to reduce heat in their fixtures by,
among other solutions, using printed circuit boards in metal that leads heat to the outer casing which
act as cooling baffles. The main reason for this solution was the high temperature that decreased the
life length of LEDs. LED Lease also runs installations at 70% of their full effect to lower the temperature
and thus increase lifetime, even if this means that the initial installation costs are higher due to more
LEDs needed. The estimated life length of the LED light source is approximately 50 000 hours which for
most applications is about 10 years. The fixtures can be upgraded with new drive electronics and light
sources for new use-cycles.
Energy saving is the main selling point and energy is saved by using high quality LED sources that are
50% more energy efficient than conventional lightbulbs. Secondly, installed movement-sensors
reduces energy use by an additional 10%. In best cases (for example, in parking garages with low utility
rates) the total energy savings can be up to 50-75% compared to conventional fluorescent lamps
installations, according to LED Lease.
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Main enabler for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Products designed for modularity, longevity, energy efficient use, upgradeability, and material
recycling.
Design of own products and use of durable components.
Ability to choose best suppliers and manufacturers that meet product criteria (no proprietary
production).
Low labour cost for mounting and maintenance.
Remote control of installations with continuously monitoring.
Can do all service and upgrades directly on site.
Has the possibility to shut down installations if customers do not pay the monthly fee.

Main barriers for adaptability and circularity
●
●
●

Commercial customers in the real estate business are not used to buy functions.
Public procurement makes it difficult to offer functions.
Low energy prices and low relative costs of electricity as part of the total operating budgets.

Summary
LED Lease describes clearly that their business model based on functional sales and circularity creates
a strong incentive for them to work with reducing usage costs and extending the lifespan of their
products. According to the company, their customers can save up 75% of energy during the use phase
compared to traditional lightning installations. More savings can be made from reusing and upgrading
fixtures after their usage period. Their social component is a strong enabler for lowering cost and helps
in external corporate sustainability communication. But LED Lease does not see that “the circular
button” is the main reasons for customers to buy but rather that all components combined (energy
savings, circularity, and social) create a strong value proposition. LED Lease’s main daily challenge is to
change the traditional habits of buying and owning lightning fixtures, where especially public
procurement is difficult for functional sales.

5.2. Summary: what can be learnt from these examples?
As stated earlier in this report, the main drivers for traditional automotive OEMs is to produce vehicles
cost-efficient and to attract both new customers while keeping brand loyalty under existing customers.
Contemporary design (and product attachment), customization, standardization, platform design and
modularization are powerful tools to reduce production costs, and offer customer value through
novelty within a certain price segment. Usually with no specific intention to keep products longer on
the market.
This trend is more visible in product segments where fashion and technological changes are rapid like
in consumer electronics. An illustration of this is the Googles Ara project that initially had the intention
to prolong the phones lifetime by exchangeable modules. During the development process, the main
processors were integrated in the phones’ non-detachable frame (endoskeleton). This made upgrades
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via add-on modules possible, but not to better performance than what the processor was designed
for.
In other industries where material and component values are high (like in the construction equipment
industry) or extremely high (as in aviation or space industry), very long use times, remanufacturing and
rebuild has become business as usual. Remanufacturing and rebuild has however its limitations both
from a technical, economical and legislative perspective. With today’s rapid ICT development, a
probably scenario is that most machines will not be able to be updated for emerging technologies as
autonomous driving or electric drivetrains without changing the overall vehicle electrical system or
product architecture.
A clear trend can also be seen from actors like Tesla and Local Motors who disrupt traditional industries
with innovative technologies. Such companies might seriously threaten existing actors that are locked
in on an organisational level with heavy investments in outdated technologies and costly
manufacturing facilities.
Actors as Local motors, Fair Phone and Ifixit use co-creation and user communities to reduce
development costs and production costs with micro production and standardization. They also create
a culture and incentives for longevity of their products, by providing cheap spare parts and repair
instructions for free.
In the last two examples, we illustrated how Desso and LED Lease have adapted their products for a
circular business model. Desso claims to be more value driven towards sustainability than to
profitability. Even though DESSO has struggled for many years to implement C2C philosophy, they still
have a challenge in the higher costs for their C2C certified products compared to other products on
the market. However, they have a solid profit margin, a very strong brand, and they seem to be
determent to implement a circular business model with closed material loops, even if this means
without selling function and keeping product ownership. LED Lease has a much more radical approach
where a full circular logic is applied, mainly driven by difficulties in willingness to pay for LED
technology. The circular business logic gives the company a clear focus on reducing all cost by using
the most energy-efficient technology, to minimise usage time, to keep products in usage for long time
periods, and to upgrade obsolete technology. They have further added a social component which
reduces the installation and maintenance cost as well as creating a symbol value.
To conclude, all the above drivers or building blocks for product adaptability can be used by business
developers and designers in the development of circular business models with a combination of
products and services that can lower business risks and increase energy and resource efficiency. Used
one by one, they can be tools for ideation of incremental steps towards circularity. Used as a whole
palette, it can become a powerful tool for aligning business and design logics, even if complexity in the
development process will increase.
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Chapter 6: Adaptability and environmental sustainability
This chapter shows ways in which future adaptable products combined with suitable business models
can improve the energy efficiency and environmental impact within the vehicle industry. Based on
literature and other references, estimations for environmental savings will be provided.

6.1. Energy efficiency and the transport sector
It is well known that fossil fuel contributes significantly to climate change, pollution, and depletion of
limited resources. Yet 80% of our global energy consumption is based on fossil fuel (IEA, 2016b). Of
this, more than 60% of the annual oil consumption is used in the transport sector (Grauers et al., 2014).
The transport sector emits currently about 29% of the OECD’s annual CO2 emissions (IEA, 2016c).
In the EU, 12% of the annual CO2 emissions is coming from passenger cars (EC, 2016b). The European
Commission is gradually reducing the emission limits of passenger cars. By the year 2021 the emission
limit should be reduced to 95 g CO2/km from the current 130 g CO2/km. Significant attempts, via policy
interventions and subsidies, are made to reduce the dependency on fossil fuel in the automotive
industry. The share of alternative fuels in new vehicle registration of passenger cars in Sweden and
Europe is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Share of alternative fuels (compiled from ACEA, 2016b; 2016c).

Most heavy-duty vehicles drive on diesel (ICCT, 2011). The EU has no regulatory program in place to
reduce the associated amount of greenhouse gasses (Sharpe, 2016), despite the heavy-duty vehicles
emitting 5% of EU total greenhouse gas emissions (EC, 2016c). Significant improvements can be made.
The EU, for example, argues that improved technology can reduce the CO2 emissions by at least 30%
(EC, 2016c). Energy efficiency occurs when the same service can be delivered with less energy input
(IEA, 2016). The EU goal is to reduce energy consumption by 20% in 2020 and by 27% by 2030 (SEA,
2015). Specific for the transport sector, the energy reduction target of 10% by 2020 is set in the EU
(SEA, 2015b). In addition, Sweden has set ambitious targets to have a complete fossil-free vehicle fleet
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in the year 2030 (ibid). As discussed above, durable, future-adaptable products and circular business
models might reduce the emissions and other environmental impact while it might simultaneously
contribute to resource conservation. The potential impact on the environment, based on literature
and governmental reports, is discussed below.
6.1.1. Lifespan and environmental impact
Within the automotive industry several studies have been performed on the environmental impact of
lifetime extension. For example, Kagawa et al. (2008) argue that the impact of extending the life of a
passenger car with 1 year would be significant larger than the technological improvements in fuel
efficiency reached in 1990-2000. Rogers and Rodrigues (2015) argue that longer use of passenger cars
via a leasing scheme would lead to resource conservation; a life-long leasing scheme would extent the
vehicle life with 38%, from 13 to 18 years.
The environmental benefit of the lifetime extension depends however on the average mileage per
year. Some researchers argue that on time replacement of vehicles would reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions. For example, the optimal lifespan of cars, in terms of CO2 emissions, in Japan was found to
be 9 years (Kagawa et al., 2013). They calculated that the energy efficiency improvement in new
models is then large enough to offset the embodied emissions of production and supply chain as well
as the rebound effect of consumers driving more with more efficient and new vehicles. The average
lifespan of passenger cars varies between 9 and 23 years and greatly depends on the country (Oguchi
and Fuse, 2015), suggesting that the most environmental friendly strategy might be to replace cars
earlier rather than later. These assessments do not include potential upgrades in existing cars that can
improve the CO2 emissions during the use phase (as graphically shown in Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Energy efficiency potential for adaptable vehicles

Research on the potential environmental effects of extending product life in the heavy-duty vehicle
industry is scarce. Traviss et al. (2012) argue that the average lifespan of heavy-duty diesel engines of
between 15 and 20 years might be too long. They argue that significant improvements are made,
including particle filters, improved engine technology, low sulphur fuels, biodiesel fuel, etc., that take
years before being mainstream due to the slow replacement cycles. The environmental effects of life
extension in the vehicle industry is unclear.
6.1.2. Impact of fuel
In the future, fossil fuels to power vehicles will be most likely replaced by newer technologies including
hybrids, battery electric vehicles, hydrogen fuel cells, compressed air, and/or others (ACEA, 2016a).
Other possible future solutions are sun powered cars, renewable hydrocarbon biofuel, liquid nitrogen,
and electrified roads, providing an uncertain future for automakers.
A recent study funded by the Swedish Energy Agency estimated that battery electric vehicles can have
a 60% lower climate change impact if powered by wind turbines. If, however, powered by the current
EU-27 grid, only a 40% reduction would be achieved. Hydrogen fuel cell electric cars have a 40% higher
climate change impact than wind-powered electric vehicles, but have a lower impact on five (out of
10) other environmental impact categories (Borén and Ny, 2016). Trade-off effects might exist when
selecting future fuel and energy sources.
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Despite the numerous studies and papers on electric vehicles showing the environmental benefit of
this type of mobility, recent articles cast doubts on the robustness of these findings (see for example
Goldmann, 2016; Thornéus et al. 2016; Welin, 2016). Life cycle assessment (LCA), which is meant to
compare the environmental impact of products against each other, does not provide the guidelines
needed to compare different types of powertrains. This has resulted in many different assumptions
and boundaries in the various LCA studies, leading to divergence and complexity (Nordelöf et al., 2014).
Van Zeebroeck (2014), for example, showed that the higher weight of electric vehicles leads to a similar
particles emission than conventional modern vehicles driving on petrol. The importance of the right
electricity mix is stressed by Faria et al. (2013), Girardi et al. (2015), and Hawkins et al. (2013).
Several studies examine the rebound effect of energy efficiency improvements in passenger cars. Due
to the lower price of travel, it is anticipated that customers will travel more or spend their money on
other activities that have their own environmental footprint. They estimate a rebound effect of 10%
in developed countries, meaning that only 90% of the energy improvements are translated in actual
savings on the environment (Small and Van Dender, 2007; Sorrell, 2007). Studies conducted in Sweden
suggest that owners of energy-efficient vehicles drive on average 12% further than normal car owners
(Whitehead et al., 2015). The driving behaviour and auxiliary equipment can further increase the
emissions significantly, though not often included in the studies (Rangaraju et al., 2015).
While electric vehicles might reduce tailpipe emissions and help in becoming independent of fossil
fuel, it is not a solution for critical materials or material conservation (Grauers et al., 2014). The
literature review suggests that a full lifecycle LCA, including all relevant factors such as those
mentioned above, is needed to examine the environmental impact of fuel changes and other potential
technological upgrades in passenger cars.
For heavy-duty vehicles, the research focuses mainly on biodiesel. Blends of biodiesel and conventional
diesel that can be used in the existing engines can already reduce the PM and NOx emissions (Shi et
al., 2006). A recent study in California found that a neat blend biodiesel can reduce PM and CO, while
renewable diesel would be better to reduce NOx emissions. CO2 emissions are however only marginal
reduced with these types of fuels compared to the ultra-low sulphur diesel (Na et al., 2015).
A Swedish study on how to achieve the targets for road transport (see section 6.1) suggests that diesel
consumed in short-distance heavy-duty transport should be replaced by hybrid electric vehicles and
compression ignition internal combustion engines remain dominant for long-distance heavy-duty
transport (Börjesson et al., 2014). A prognosis made by Olsson et al. (2015) shows a combination of
ethanol, biomethane, synthetic diesel, dimethyl ether, and electricity for heavy-duty transport. While
biofuels reduce the dependence on fossil fuels, biofuels do not always reduce the CO2 emissions and
the emissions depends largely on the material used (Fargione et al., 2008; Morales et al., 2015).
6.1.3. Remanufacturing and refurbishment
The environmental savings of remanufacturing based on the production volume is recently estimated
with a survey under remanufacturers in the EU. The results for road vehicles is shown in Table 7.
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Sector

Remanufacturing
turnover (€bn)

Automotive
Heavy duty and
off-road
equipment

7.4
4.1

Intensity (%of total
production value
in the sector)
1.1%
2.9%

Material
savings (in
thousands t)
587
42

CO2-eq
emissions (in
thousands t)
2099
83

Table 7: Environmental savings of remanufacturing road vehicles in Europe (compiled from Parker et al., 2015).

Especially in the automotive sector, large global environmental gains can be achieved when scaling up
remanufacturing. Several automotive components are currently remanufactured and their
environmental benefit is documented (see for example Warsen et al. 2011 for manual transmissions
or Dias et al. 2013 for diesel engines). However, the latter does not take into account the impacts
during the use phase. Reuse of goods does not necessarily result in an environmental benefit and the
potential improvements in energy efficiency between reused and newer models should be considered
(Cooper and Gutowski, 2015).
As aforementioned, legislation and other product labels limits the remanufacturing business within
the automotive sector. Remanufacturing is currently limited to the aftersales spare part market. The
remanufactured components are labelled as “rebuilt” as required by the Federal Trade Commission in
the US and recommended by APRA in Europe (APRA, 2016). This prevents the use of remanufactured
components in new vehicles and therefore the share of remanufacturing in the automotive industry.
Even if legislation and consumer acceptance make it possible to use remanufactured components in
new cars, technological innovation might limit the reuse. A 100% circular system is therefore unlikely
and perhaps also not environmentally preferred.
Nevertheless, the reuse of components that are not subjected to energy efficiency innovation (and in
some cases other components) can save large resources in the production process in both material
and energy and thereby reduce the overall impact on the environment. In the heavy-duty vehicle
industry, caterpillar documented the environmental benefit of their remanufacturing business. They
claim that engine components can be remanufactured using only 5 to 55% of the energy consumed in
normal engine components production (Adler et al., 2007). Liu et al. (2014) argue that 66% of the
energy consumer in production can be saved with diesel engine remanufacturing.
6.1.4.

Adaptable vehicles

The research on adaptable vehicles is up to this day very scarce and mainly limited to space and
defence vehicles (see for example Fernández and Mavris, 2006). An example of an upgradeable
personal vehicle is given by Strecker et al. (2014). During a research project, they successfully
converted a 1974 VW Beetle to a plug-in electric vehicle, saving energy and CO2 emissions, but no
commercialisations are planned. An EU project called transformers27 is currently exploring the
possibility of adaptable and configurable trucks and trailers to increase the energy efficiency of the
transport sector. It is anticipated that the flexibility to adjust the trailer to each load and driving
environment will reduce fuel consumption by 25%.

27

http://www.transformers-project.eu/mainmenu/home/#.V4y35vl97mE
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6.1.5. Summary
The potential environmental benefits distilled from the literature are summarised in Table 9.

Lifetime extension

Fuel

Recirculation
/recovery operations
Adaptable products

Automotive
Resource conservation
Greenhouse gas emissions
depends on technological
improvements
Up to 60% lower climate change
impact.
Fossil-free alternative.
No tailpipe emissions.
Resource conservation
Energy and greenhouse gas
emissions reduced
Unknown

Heavy-duty
Resource conservation

Up to 40% greenhouse gas reduction
biofuels, 25% savings for hybrid
engine.
Reduction of fossil fuels.
Production energy reduced by 66%
Resource conservation
Unknown

Table 9: potential environmental savings of various aspects of future adaptable products.

We estimate that an adaptable car can reduce the energy consumption over the lifespan of the car up
to 50% compared to the conventional cars on medium term. This assumes extended lifespan of the
electric car to 300 000 km (Notter et al., 2010 in Nordelöf et al., 2014) and the replacement of the
lithium battery halfway the lifespan of the car with one with an improved power to weight ratio
(Helmers et al., 2015). By making use of the technological improvements that become available during
the life of the vehicle, the energy consumption during usage can be reduced to values lower than what
was possible on the moment of sales.
In the long term, even further energy reductions can be expected. Certain parts of the vehicle can be
reused and remanufacturing, extending the lifespan. By modifying the design of the vehicle and to
design for future adaptability, it will become easier to replace and upgrade components to
continuously improve the energy efficiency (a visualisation of a possible future adaptable car is given
in Figure 1).
The improvement in energy efficiency of heavy-duty vehicles is estimated to be 30% in the medium
term. Hybrid engines (saving 25%), reduction of idling times (saving 3%), and the instalment of a more
energy efficient engine when technological innovation allows (saving 15%) will significantly reduce the
amount of diesel consumed (based on Lewis et al., 2012; Nylund, 2013; John Deere, 2016). The
increased share of remanufacturing will reduce the impacts in the production stage (Liu et al., 2014;
Adler et al., 2007). In the long term, when heavy-duty vehicles are designed for future adaptability,
more components that affect the energy consumption during usage could be replaced by more
efficient ones, while other components could be optimized for long lifespans.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and research directions
This chapter summarises the findings of the pre-study, outlines the research gaps, and provides
directions for further research.

7.1. Conclusions
In a linear industry, companies benefit from increased consumption. One tool to increase consumption
is planned obsolescence, where products are designed for relative short lives. In a circular economy,
where companies retain the ownership over the products, companies will have increasing incentives
to design products with long lives, reached via e.g. reuse, remanufacturing, and recycling. Very often
the design of a product and business model of a company are not optimised simultaneously and
academic research tend to focus on the one or the other. This research tries to combine the two
perspectives and focuses on the question how adaptable design can help OEMs in the transition
towards circular economy. The research questions addressed in the study are:






What factors drive obsolescence of products in the linear and circular business model
respectively?
How will adaptable design and associated design strategies impact the business risks in a
circular economy?
What are best practices of adaptable design that lower the business risks?
What are the key conditions of future-adaptable products?
How will future-adaptable products in a circular business model lower the impact on the
environment in the vehicle industry?

Adaptable products have the ability to adapt to the changing requirements of users, both foreseen and
unforeseen requirements at the point of design. Adaptable design complicates the design process,
especially in the transition phase, but create flexibility in the product on the market and might
therefore lead to long usage periods. In addition, flexibility also allows to upgrade to new, more energy
efficient technologies when they become available, improving the overall energy efficiency of the
product. Despite the great potentials, research on adaptable products and how this can help improving
energy efficiency in a circular economy is scarce.
Today, islands of knowledge that could be applicable for developing adaptable products exists. These
islands include well-established research areas such as product modularity, customization, design for
upgradeability, durability, controllable wear, and product attachment. Multiple lifecycle strategies
within circular business models have also been extensively researched, including reuse, refurbishment,
remanufacturing, and recycling. However, in these areas the starting point is only in exceptional cases
the combined and integrated business and design logic. Knowledge about decision-making between
business and design logics in the transformation process is needed. In addition, examples where a
profitable and environmentally beneficial circular business model have been implemented in the
industry are rare.
After the introduction of the concepts of circular business models and adaptable products, this study
looked into the different reasons of obsolescence in the linear economy and explored how these
obsolescence dimensions will affect business risks in a circular economy. The time factor and how this
affect design for real long-lasting products is a critical aspect of this. Based on the literature review,
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we concluded that several circular business risks can be reduced by adaptable designs as it reduces the
chance that OEMs will not be able to remarket their products due to changed requirements that cannot
be incorporated in the design. However, the source of obsolescence need to be understood before
design improvements can be made that will be able to address the changing requirements. While
adaptable products might save costs on the long term, adaptable design might also increase
production and design costs. This result in companies having to take a larger calculated risk if adapting
products for unknown future changes. Adaptable products lead to increased complexity in companies’
decision making and better tools and methods that are able to handle such complexity are needed.
Scenario planning and backcasting are two of such methods that can be beneficial when developing
future-adaptable products.
During the interviews with the participating companies and best practice companies, several barriers
for future-adaptable products within circular business models were identified. A better understanding
of consumers’ their wishes and requirements over longer periods is needed and OEMs will have to
shift from a focus on the first user to a product lifecycle view. Aesthetics, in particular, is challenging
with several OEMs stating that yearly changes in aesthetics are needed to keep the product attractive
to buyers. Legislation and certification issues might further limit the reuse potential of products,
especially if upgrades are integrated that bring the product to better than original specifications.
However, good examples exist of how modularity, standardisation, customisation, upgradeability,
durability, contemporary design, and controllable wear can help OEMs in creating durable products
that remain relevant over a long period of time. If these design strategies could be combined in one
design, i.e. a future-adaptable design, even longer lasting products can be developed.
From an environmental point of view it is unfortunately more difficult to decide if adaptable products
are the answer to the problem. It is widely argued that, in general, long-lasting products and adaptable
products will reduce the demand for virgin material and resources. However, in terms of energy
consumption or CO2 emissions, it is more difficult to determine the optimal lifespan of products,
especially for energy consuming products. Actual usage times are critical in determining sustainable
designs, yet usage patterns are not often included in environmental assessments. Nevertheless,
specific for passenger cars and heavy-duty vehicles, we estimated that the reduction in energy
consumption per km can be as high as 50% and 30% respectively due to a combination of extended
product life, technical improvements during usage, smarter supporting systems, and electric and
hybrid powertrains. These indications give hope that future adaptivity is a strategy that can lead to
radical energy efficiency in the vehicle industry.

7.2. Future research directions
We identify a need to bridge and combine existing knowledge from relevant areas and to harmonize
it into a broader system perspective. Such a process must be able to handle system complexities in the
transformation from an existing state with a linear business model to a circular business model. It
should aim to widen the traditional artefactual focus in product design to a holistic focus capable of
addressing the economic and environmental performance of the whole product-service offering. With
a developed conceptual circular business model innovation process capable of handling the complexity
of a circular system, different scenarios for business models and concepts of product-service offers can
be modelled and evaluated in early phases.
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We have identified a large industrial interest for the project via interviews and workshops with the
participating companies as well as from other stakeholders that we interviewed. The research
questions specified for future research have a wide range of touchpoints with current industry needs,
related to several global trends and strategies to reduce climate change impacts and improve air
quality.
Future research questions include:
●
●
●

●

●

How can business and design logics in the automotive industry be aligned to build knowledge
and skills about long-term thinking in the early stages of development?
Which tools are suitable for designing vehicles that can better resist aesthetic, social,
functional, technological and economic changes?
How can customer acceptance of future adaptable products be verified in the early stages of
concept development? For example, what are central criteria for customers and users to keep
using or owning future adaptable vehicles over time?
How can energy efficiency and sustainability impacts be analysed from an extended vehicle
service lifespan over several usage cycles? Or for vehicles’ different subsystems and
components?
What are successful examples where long product use and radical energy efficiency have been
proven?

Figure 10 visually shows some of the research questions that accrued in the different parts linked to
future adaptable products. These questions will be addressed in the main study.
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Figure 10: Overview of future research questions
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Appendix A: Interview guide
Understanding business as usual – status quo.
Use phase and product characteristics
1. How does an average product lifespan look like for your products? (the period from product
acquisition to discarding of the product by the final owner)
2. What products (models) are most sensitive to wear out (do you know why)?
3. What products (models) are most durable in your range (do you know why)?
4. What are main drivers / reasons:
a. Social (e.g new legislation, new ways of doing things)
b. Technological/functional (e.g new technology /functions are more efficient)
c. Economic (fuel cost, maintenance costs, personal cost e.g poor ergonomics)
d. Aesthetical (old machines is seen as less valuable than new models)
5. What product category has most values embedded (material values, immaterial IPR,
knowledge etc.)?
6. What products/systems/components are most sensitive for changes? (due to technological,
functional, economic reasons)?
7. Is there some machine(s) in your range that are optimized for preserving value by reuse and
remanufacturing?

Designing new products:
1. What are the main drivers that initiate a new design?
2. What aspects are taken into account when developing a new product concept?
3. When will you discuss the new design with other departments?
4. Do you consider changes in the business model as potential consequence of the new design,
or the other way around?
Business logic
1. What department(s) will set the requirements for a new product?
2. How do you ensure that the design will fit the customers’ requirements, needs and wishes?
3. How often do you reconsider your business model?
4. How do you ensure that the business offer (i.e. sales / service offer) fit your customers’
needs and wishes?
5. Could you describe a little about the business “landscape”? What central business issues are
on the agenda at the moment? What issues are up and coming in a near future?
6. When developing services (soft products) have you experienced any limitations in the
physical product (developments) that make the planned change in service difficult or very
costly?
7. What do you see as the biggest risks in the current linear business?
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Appendix B: Legislation and future adaptable products
In terms of durability, there are not many laws applicable that guarantee long-lasting products (Ervine,
2010). Product guarantees protect consumers from early failures and low quality, including durability,
to some extent. However, it only requires manufacturers to replace or refund consumers, there is no
obligation to repair the product. It therefore questions in how far these laws really ensure product
durability (Twigg-Flesner, 2010).
Mandatory product labels that indicate the energy use are supposed to help consumers in choosing
energy efficient products, reducing the total European energy consumption (EC, 2016). To help
consumers further in selecting sustainable circular products, plans are currently underway to update
the energy labels (EC, 2015b). Besides more information on the environmental impact and use of raw
materials in the product, the new labels are set to include aspects of durability and repair and spare
parts information (EC, 2015c). The way in which these aspects will be included and the weight it will
be given to each of the aspects will determine the product improvements made by companies. Cohen
and Vandenbergh (2012) argue that besides impact due to shifting consumer demand as a result of
product labels, firms will have an incentive to innovate throughout the supply chain to market products
with a better label.
Besides product labels that put indirect pressure on firms to innovate and become more energy
efficient, direct measures are also prevalent. Probably the most well-known legislation in the vehicle
industry is the emission standard for road vehicles. Since its introduction, the emission limits on new
vehicles are gradually decreased. While the 2015 binding emission limit on the average fleet of
passenger cars is 130 g CO2/km, this should be reduced to 95 g CO2/km by 2021 (EC, 2016b). A similar
system is currently under consideration for heavy-duty trucks (EC, 2016c). While this continually
changing legislation stimulate innovation, reducing the energy efficiency of new vehicles, it might also
limit the possibility for extending product life via OEM controlled reuse and remanufacturing. New
vehicles have to satisfy the more stringent emission standard, which will most likely mean that the
vehicle need to be upgraded to the new requirements. The environmental and economic benefits of
reusing / remanufacturing vehicles will have to be assessed taking into account the required
upgrades28.
Caterpillar point out on their webpage that trade barriers are currently limiting their remanufacturing
and reuse business, both tariff barriers and non-tariff barriers such as shipment barriers of “used”
products (Caterpillar, 2016). Transboundary shipments of end-of-use equipment is subjected to
various international agreements and treaties (van Loon, 2010). Depending on the origin and location,
these can include the Basel convention and/or EC regulations on waste (which includes end-of-use
products that will be recovered). In addition, all transboundary shipment of products, and therefore
also waste or reuse shipments, has to comply with the standard international commercial trade
regulations (Bureau of Industry and Security, 2003). Even more stringent laws apply when the
transboundary shipment involves amber or hazardous waste, such as batteries. The European Union
has an export ban on hazardous waste to non-OECD countries, regardless if the purpose of the export
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Remanufactured parts need to be clearly labeled as remanufactured and cannot be sold as new parts as stated
by the Federal Trade Commission in the US and recommended by APRA in Europe. This limits the use of
remanufactured parts in the production of new vehicles.
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is disposal or recovery (EC, 2006; EU, 2014). The transboundary shipment of amber waste is always
subjected to a notification procedure that can add significant time delays and costs to the process.
Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) put also technical requirements on how the waste
is shipped. For example, batteries should be stored in appropriate containers during transport (EC,
2012). Personal vehicles and small trucks are further regulated in the directive on end-of-life vehicles,
which is amended every two years since its implementation (EC, 2013). While this legislation attempts
to increase the recovery and recycling of vehicles, reuse and remanufacturing of vehicles or vehicles
parts is not directly stimulated. Arora (2016) argues that there are currently no EU legislations that
impact or stimulates remanufacturing in the automotive industry.
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